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Hazel
home lost
in blaze
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer

Racers back
preparing for
OVC opener
Page 6
LOCAL

Minor damage
reported in
church fire
FANCY FARM, Ky.(AP) — A
fire caused minor damage
Monday at St. Jerome Catholic
Church, site of the annual Fancy Farm Picnic that marks the
beginning of general election
campaigns in Kentucky.
Kentucky State Police and
the FBI were investigating the
fire. Arson has not been ruled
out, state police said.
Church member John French
discovered smoke in the sanctuary about 2:30 p.m. CDT,
police said. French and the
church secretary found that the
fire started in a small room to
the right of the attar but had
apparently burned itself out,
police said.
The fire caused about $100
in damage, said Bob Spalding,
chairman of the maintenance
committee at the western Kentucky church.
There were several candle
lighting tapers in the room
hanging above some rags,
which could have started the
fire, police said.

One of Hazel's
burned Monday as
possible electrical
According to

oldest homes
the result of a
shortage.

Hazel Fire
Department Chief Gene Miller,
HFD responded to the fire at 411
Center Sc. around 12:30 p.m to
find the attic of the structure fully
engulfed in flames.
With assistance from Calloway
County Fire-Rescue personnel,
HFD fought the blaze for more
than five hours only to lose it in
the end.
Miller said the 100-year-old
home's construction made the
fire extremely hard to fight.
"We hated to lose it, but there
was no way for us to get in and
get to (the fire)," Miller said.
"This was an old home with three
ceilings and we just couldn't get
to the fire in time to save the
house."
Miller said the HFD responded
to the fire with two vehicles and
eight personnel from the department. HFD and CCFR were also
assisted at the scene by Calloway
County Sheriff's officials.
CCFR responded to the fire
with three trucks and 11
personnel.
Miller said three children were
able to escape unharmed from the
two-story, concrete block honie,
owned by Bill Stockwell.
BERNARD KANE/Lodger I Times phofd
While the cause of the incident
is still unknown, Miller said offi- HANDCUFFED: Hazel Assistant Fire Chief Ken Craig and firefighter Henry Hutson
cials have determined where the watch helplessly as the home of Bill Stockwell bums from Inside. Because of the
home's construction, firefighters were unable to throw water on the blaze. Instead,
they
were forced to keep the fire from spreading.
See Page 2

Elder to appear at hearing
By JIM MAHANES
Staff Writer
Attorneys in the murder case against Jeff Elder have
reached a plea agreement and will present the terms of
that agreement in Calloway County Circuit Court
Wednesday.
Elder, charged with first-degree murder, was scheduled to go on trial Monday in the shooting death of
Jack McCuiston.
According to Commonwealth's Attorney Mike
Ward's office, Elder will plead guilty to one count of
first-degree manslaughter and could receive a 10-year
prison term. He would have to serve at least four years
of that term before being eligible for parole.
Elder's attorney, Gary Haverstock, and Ward will
have to appear before Circuit Court Judge David Buck-

II See Page 2

Meningitis cases
are isolated
By SCOTT NANNEY
Staff Writer
With a second case of bacterial meningitis reported

within less than a week, concern has been shown by
many citizens in Calloway County.
Awareness of the disease was reaffirmed when a Calloway County infant was taken to Kosair Children's
Hospital in Louisville after being diagnosed with the illness early last week.
That awareness grew into concern when it was
reported on Sunday that a worker from a local day care
•See Pogo 2

Cox criticizes
higher ed report
By MARK R. CHELLGREN
Associated Press Writer
ERLANGER, Ky.(AP) — A package of recommendations to

NATIONAL

Clinton deploys
troops to Kuwait
WASHINGTON (AP) —
President Clinton said today
that deployment orders have
been signed to send U.S.
troops to Kuwait to help enforce the no-fly zone near Iraq
and carry out his plan to "keep
Saddam Hussein in a box."
The president said he
authorized the deployment last
weekend and orders were
signed Monday night. He did
not say how many troops will
be sent to the region.
But at the Pentagon, one
official said they have been
working on plans to send
"about 3,000 troops, but that's
a flexible number."

WEATHER
Tonight...Mostly clear. Low in
the lower 50s. North wind around
5 mph.
Wednesday...Mostly sunny.

High around 75.

"Why put more money into a system that's dysfunctional and
recalcitrant?" Meyer, the chairman of the Senate Education

Committee, said Monday.
Gov. Paul Patton repeated his plea and warning to higher education Monday to change or suffer the consequences.
"It seems at some times when we look at our universities,
they are the citadels of the status quo," Patton said.
The trustees and regents of state universities gathered Monday
for their annual collective meeting at a time when Patton is trying to lead an effort to overhaul all of Kentucky education past
high school. Coincidentally, a group composed primarily of the
university presidents met to consider their own recommendations
for pulling higher education along.
Il See Page 2
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BLOOD IN PROCESS: As Red Cross blood drive volunteer Larry Doyle gets prepped by a nurse, Mike
Armstrong makes a donation during Monday's blood drive at the Five Points YMCA.
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MURRAY STATE UNIVERSITY

Debate group
rejects Perot

Three to receive
Golden Horseshoes
Three Murray State University
alumni have been selected as 1996
Golden
Horseshoe
Award

One Section-12 Pepe*
Classifieds
.9,10
Comics .............-..........-.—..-.. 11
Dear Abb
11
Education
.

improve cooperation and efficiency in higher education is misdirected and emphasizes the discredited theory of just asking for
more money, important state policymakers said.
State universities are going to have to wake up to the new
reality sooner or later, said state Sen. Joe Meyer, D-Covington.
And he said money will be the motivating factor, but not in the
way the universities want.

recipients.
Dr. Jim Frank, Sen. Jeff Green,
and Richard Lewis will receive
framed certificates and specially
designed Golden Horseshoe lapel
pins as part of the Founders Day
ceremony set for noon, Sept. 214, at
Pogue Library.
The awards are presented annually to recognize the service of
dedicated alumni who have held
responsible positions and who have,
through significant and continuing
support, contributed to the excel-

lence of the university.
Frank, professor emeritus at
MSU and a resident of Murray,
earned his bachelor's degree in
physical education in 1950 and his
master's degree in education administration in 1959. He earned his
doctorate in 1%5 from Peabody
College-Vanderbilt University.
Frank has an extensive academic

history at the university, having
served as coordinator for graduate
studies and department chairman,
adviser for Sigma Delta honor society and a member of numerous
departmental,collegiate and university committees.

DR. JIM FRANK
A life member of the MSU
Alumni Association, Frank was recognized with the MSU Board of
Teaching
Regents
Excellence

II See Page 2

WASHINGTON (AP) — Ross
Perot should not be allowed to
join President Clinton and Republican Bob Dole in this fall's
presidential debates, the bipartisan Commission on Presidential
Debates recommended today.
The decision, reported by sources in the Dole campaign, represents a victory for Dole, who has
called for one-on-one debates
with the Democratic incumbent.
Perot still could be included

despite the commission's ruling if
the Clinton and Dole campaigns
insist on his participation. But the
objections of the Dole campaign
would appear to preclude that.

Carroll Campbell, debate negotiator for the Dole campaign,
praised the decision. "The inclusion of any other participant in
the debate ... would have violated
the commission's own standard
to include only third-party candidates who have proved they have
a 'reasonable' chance to be
elected president," he said in a
statement released by the
campaign.
The commission was to
announce its decision later today.
A spokesman for the panel
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•MSU...
FROM PAGE 1
Award in 1986.
He has served as president of the
MSU Athleuc Booster Organiaauon,the Thoroughbred Club and the
Racer Athletic Association. He is
president-elect of the "M" Club and
a member of the MSU Quarterback
Club, MSU 6th Man Club and the
Lady Racer Booster Club. He also
serves as a volunteer ticket taker for
the athletic department.
Fie plays guitar with the Alumni
Big Band and Alumni Dixieland
Band at Alumni Weekend and
Homecoming.
Locally, Frank seityes as membership chairman for the MurrayCalloway County Retired Teachers'
Association and development chairman of the Murray-Calloway
County American Heart Association. On the state level, he is
chairman of the board for the Kentucky Division of the American
Heart Association.
He and his wife, Norma, who
graduated from MSU in 1951, have
two children-Jarnie Bind and David
Frank.
Green, a native of Hickman in
Fulton County, currently resides in

FROM PAGE 1

Mayfield. He is a 1976 cum laude
graduate of MSU with a double
major in history and political science and a 1979graduate oi Northern Kentucky University College of
Law.
A partner in the law firm of
Weisenbreger, Green, Hargrove
and Foster, Green was elected to the
state senate in January 1992. Later
that year, he was re-elected to a full
four-year term.
While at MSU, Green was a
member of the Lambda Chi Alpha
fraternity, Student Government Association, Omicron Delta Kappa
and special assistant to then-President Dr. Constantine "Deno" Curris
from 1979 to 1982. He also served
as class president his sophomore
and senior years and as president of
the MSU Alumni Association from
1990 to 1991.
• On the local level, he is a member
of the Mayfield Rotary Club and the
Greater Paducah Economic Development Board. Fie is a past president of the Mayfield-Graves
County Chamber of Commerce and
has served on a variety of boards.
On the state level, he was recognized as the 1995 Outstanding Legislator by the Kentucky Victim's

with two bullet "entrance"
wounds in his chest and one in
the upper left portion of his back.
McCuiston's wounds and clothing showed signs of powder
burns which Scott said indicate
"close contact wounds."
Elder's affidavit also claims
McCuiston fired at least one shot
at him.
Elder was arrested after he
called authorities. He has since
posted a $6,000 cash bond and
was released into the custody of
family members.
As of Tuesday, no word was
given as to whether Elder had
agreed to the terms of the plea
bargain.
"We won't know until Wednesday if he even signed the
agreement and the judge still has
to approve it," a representative of
Ward's office said last Thursday.
Elder and McCuiston owned ii. & Co. Hairstyling, formerly
housed in the Central Center
Shopping Center. The two men
moved their business to the
mobile home about four years
ago.

Ingham Wednesday for a ruling
on the agreement.
Haverstock declined comment
on the case until after sentencing.
Elder, 33, admitted to shooting
his roommate/business partner
Dec. 19 at the mobile home they
shared on White Oak Drive off
Highway 280. Elder claimed the
shooting was in self-defense.
According to court documcnts.
Elder claims he and McCuiston
had been arguing when McCuiston produced a .38-caliber pistol
and threatened to "kill him."
According to Elder's affidavit,
he pulled a .22-caliber pistol out
from underneath a chair where he
was sitting and fired three shots
at McCuiston.
Elder claims McCuiston was
allegedly facing him about 12
feet away when he shot him.
In another sworn affidavit, Calloway County Sheriff Stan Scott
said Elder's statements were
inconsistent with evidence
gathered at the scene.
According to Scott's affidavit,
McCuiston's body was found

PRACTICE NOW OPEN
Dr. Foster is delighted about his
move back to Murray and the opening
of his new practice.
Call 759-1945
For An Appointment
Available Monday-Saturday
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Family Chiropractic Center
The Village • Hwy. 641 N.. Murray

Dr. B. Scott Foster
Chiropractor

BUY AMERICAN
***BUY COOPER***
YOU'LL BE PROUD YOU DID!

WAREHOUSE TIRE
400 Industrial Rd. • Murray • 753-1111
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SEN. JEFF GREEN
Coalition, Inc. He served as chairman of the Senate Agriculture and
Natural Resources Committee and
the Legislative Task Force on
Domestic Violence.
He and his wife Sharon, who is a
1980 MSU graduate, have two
children-Tyler and Alex.
Lewis, a Benton attorney in the
firm of Lewis & Telle, P.S.C., is a
1960 graduate of MSU. He received
his law degree from the University
of Kentucky and celebrated his 30th
year of practice in 1995.
A member of the MSU board of
regents since 1995, he is the chairman of the governmental relations
committee and is a member of the
finance and audit committee and the
athletics committee. He was president of the MSU Alumni Association in 1977.
He is a member of the Marshall
County alumni chapter and of the

RICHARD LEWIS
Speakers Bureau.
He is also a member of the
Kentucky Bar Association, Tennessee Bar Association, Kentucky
Academy of Trial Lawyers and
National Board of Trial Advocacy.
He has been a member of the Benton
Lions Club, the Pritchard Committee on Education and Kentucky
Governor's Scholars Board of Directors. He was also active in the
Sigma Chi Housing Corporation,
helping to build its fraternity house.
He served as state representative
for six terms(1970-1975 and 19891995). A veteran of the U.S. Army,
he was a 1st District nominee for the
Kentucky Supreme Court in July
1995.
He and his wife, Martha, who
received degrees from MSU in 1960
and 1969, have three children-Beth
Maze,Cynthia Jones and Katherine
Lewis.

•Cox...

III Meningitis...
FROM PAGE 1
center had contracted the disease.
Since the development of the
two cases, the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital and other health
officials in the state have been
working to treat and educate the
public about the disease.
Despite concern about a possible epidemic, health officials
continue to refer to the cases as
isolated.
"At this point, we're talking
about an isolated incident," said
Lisa Ray, an RN and central
coordinator of the disease at
MCCH. "Right now, people are
going by what they read in the
newspapers and see on TV, and
understandably they are
concerned.
"But as far as half of Murray
(contracting) the disease, I don't
see that as a major concern."
Ray said the cases are being
downplayed because no connection has been found between the
two.
"It's obviously rare that we've
had these two cases," she said.
"But- there hasn't been any link
found in the cases."
According to a Purchase District Health Department press
release, the two cases are being
classified as bacteria Neisseria
Meningitis.
Ray said this particular type of
meningitis is not considered highly contagious and is only contracted through respiratory
secretion.
"You really have to be in close
contact with a person who has the
illness in order to contract it,"
she said. "Those children who are
in immediate contact with the
individual are susceptible."
Even though the two incidents

Emily Alton, a student at East Calloway Elementary School, and Murray State University student volunteer Angela Miller Invite students
and families from both city and county schools to the Community
Resource Fair to be held Sept 28 at Calloway County Middle School.
A clothing exchange will also be held at the National Guard Armory
on Highway 121 west of Murray from 9 a.nt to noon for county residents and from noon to 2 p.m. for city residents.

have been considered minor, Ray
warns that both of the cases could
have become serious.
"Because you're talking about
a very serious illness, if it's not
treated properly it could become
fatal," said Ray. "Both of the
patients sought care in the
emergency room and both of
them have responded well to
antibiotics."
Despite the low chances of
contracting the disease, Ray said
health officials are urging family
members and close acquaintances
of the victims to take necessary
precautions.
"Anyone in the family or those
who have come in contact with
them should be checked," said
Ray. "In both situations, we have
been able to identify those
people.
"This is something that primarily affects small children, but
sometimes that's not always the
case. That's why we're urging
everyone who has come in contact with the victims to take
precautions."
The disease is being treated
through antibiotics that, according to Ray, usually begin to take
effect within 24 to 48 hours of
treatment.
While the cause of the two
cases has not yet been determined, Ray points to one
possibility.
"There is a chance that someone could be a carrier of the disease but not actually have it," she
said. "They could have possibly
come in contact with someone
from this area."

FROM PAGE 1
Most of the recommendations
from the Commission on Higher
Education Institutional Efficiency
and Cooperation appear to
involve new funding from state
tax dollars or other sources. The
few that could mean savings are
vague and involve primarily making studies of potential savings.
Gary Cox, the executive director of the state Council on Higher
Education, the administrative and
oversight arm for the universities,
was sharply critical of the
proposals.
Cox said the overall message
left out the importance of service
to students and excluded the role
of the state's technical schools
and private institutions of higher
education.
"The report reads too much
like a budget request," said Cox.
"The report relies on a 'trust us'
accountability system."
Cox said the universities
should demonstrate their seriousness about embracing the future
by promising to put up 1 percent
of their state appropriation toward the effort.
The presidents on the commission were stung by Cox's comments, as they were last month
when Education Secretary Roy
Peterson said the preliminary
recommendations were more
about getting increased state
funding than doing more with
what the universities now get.
Commission Chairman Mary
Smith, president of Kentucky
State University, said Cox's
remarks would be considered
when the final report is drafted.
Even the one proposal that was
generally endorsed by all commission members - creation of
an open or virtual university

KENTUCKY
LOTTERY
Pick 3
3-8-7
Pick 4
0-0-5-0
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7-11-13-15-27
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Accredited Home Hospital Equipment -

HOLLAND MEDICAL SERVICES
Holland Medical Services has served the people of West Kentucky, Southern
Illinois, Southeastern Missouri and Northwestern Tennessee for 12 years.
As a supplier of durable medical,equipment, we help patients recover from
illness and injury in the com(ort of their homes. We're the folks who provide
simple things like hospital beds, walkers and oxygen equipment, to bring you
relief and aid your recovery.
We also offer the latest respiratory and infusion medications, CPAP and Bi-

PADUCAH
1914 Broadway
502-442-6311
1-800-223-4947

PAP machines,and any other home health equipment you can imagine. Our team
of pharmacists,nurses,technicians,fitters,and registered and certified respiratory
therapists ensure 24-hour service that families and physicians can trust.
Holland Medical is accredited by the Joint Commission on Healthcare
Accreditation, a sign of the highest standard in the health care industry.
Holland Medical: Quality medical equipment, respiratory care, and I.V.
therapy,offered with pride for those who care about their patient and loved ones.
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FROM PAGE 1
fire started.
"The fire started on the second
floor," Miller said. "It was possibly caused by an electrical
shortage, but that is still not
known at this time."
A fund has been established
for the Stockwell family, who
lost all belongings in the fire.
Anyone interested in donating
clothes, building materials or
other items can call Bill's Upholstery Shop at 753-8085.
Donations are also being
accepted at the offices of WSJP
Radio on Diuguid Drive.
The incident is still under
investigation.
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available to anyone with access
to a computer or television hookup - broke down somewhat
with arguments over who would
get the money that comes from
enrollments and who should govern it.
The message from Patton earlier in the day to all of higher
education was to get over that
kind of bickering.
"There is no reason to baule
over turf," Patton said.
Leonard Hardin, a Louisville
businessman who was elected
Monday as the new chairman of
the Council on Higher Education,
said the message has to filter
down to the campuses.
"He challenges us to put campus self-interest aside," Hardin
said. "He challenges us to be
more efficient with the dollars
that the taxpayers and the students invest with us."
Meyer, in an interview after
the gathering of governing board
members, said the General
Assembly is ready to side with
Patton and force the universities
to start working together.
"They put their self-interest
ahead of the interests of the people they're supposed to be serving. That's wrong," Meyer said.
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905 Arcadia Circle
753-1465
1-800-227-4125

declined immediate comment.
Perot spokeswoman Sharon
Holman said the Reform Party
campaign had not been informed
of the decision. Two sources in
the Dole campaign, however, said
their negotiators had been
informed that the commission
had ruled Perot did not meet its
criteria for participation.
Perot has languished in single
digits in national polls and just
last week picked a little-known
running mate, political economist
Pat Choate.
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Harold "Jock" Romolno
Licensed In KY & TN
759-1033 or 7534873
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Southwest Bornentary students Mark Austin Paschall, Jeremy Phillips
and Josh Burks prepare to water the newly planted sod on the school's
primary playground. Funds for the project were provided by the Southwest PTO.

iek
Members of Field' Heiss's P2 class at East Calloway Elementary School
create their own patterns and designs in math center. Pictured are Sarah Bryan, Amanda Duncan, Hein and Corey McCarty.

Seventh graders Kam* Stonecipher, Charles WaynIck and Gregory J1rak look on as Calloway County Middle School teacher Sheri Rust helps
them with a lesson. The students are on the World-7 team.

Nth,

114
.0
North Calloway Elementary School students wort on learning typewriter
skIlis and writing letters In a primary family 1B class. Pictured (front
row, from left) are Chris Fike and Matthew Freeman. (Middle row, from
left) Travis Shelton, Bonnie Thorn and Katie Sweatman.

*'^

Julie Gingles and Alley Hendon use the MacSearch program to access
the library from their classroom In Ms. Kelly. Olson's primary class at
Southwest Elementary.

Library students in Debbie Emstberger's class at East Calloway
Elementary have recently participated In "Read Across Kentucky." The
students we "Going for the Gold" by reading books to help the state
reach Its goal of $20 million. Pictured (front row) is Danielle Tebbets.
(Middle row, from left) Mark Anderson, Rachel Barber, Brittany Moore,
Joey Duncan and Michelle Baker. (Back row, from left) Jacob Roach,
Danny McCuiston, Aaron Stephens, Nikki Stewart, Kristina Moore, Natalie Lyons, Jessica Bryan, Debbie Ernstberger and Zech Larson.

Calloway County High School students in Stephanie Wyatt's 11-12
Advanced Biology class perform chemical water monitoring tests. The
students monitor the East Fork of Clark's River In Murray monthly to
observe water upstream and downstream. Pictured (from left) are Laurie
Witle, Mechelle Woodall, Shae Bryant, Jennifer Gay, Beth Foster and
Thomas Holcomb.
Pictures for this page were submitted by the administrative staffs of the Murray
Independent School District and the Calloway County Schools and edited by the staff of
the Ledger & Times. Space allocated for each school district is determined by the
approximate ratio of students in each district. Please direct your questions and
comments about area public schools to the Murray City Schools (753-4363) or the
Calloway County Public Schools (753-3033).

Jesse Rider, a student in Amy Baker's clan at the Calloway County
Preschool Center, brought different sizes of eggs from his family's
chicken farm. The children learned about the eggs by examining their
yolks.

=It

In Carla Rexroat's P4 math class at Murray Elementary do
on newspaper ads for future projects and spread sheets.

4
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lax Smith and Dennis Brittian demonstrate the concept of a dramatic
convention on a drams unit of The Crucible in Mrs. Kris Fazi's English
ill clan at Calloway County High School.

Calloway County Middle School seventh graders Brian Overby, Caleb
Smith and Brady Harris design clocks they will build in the production
module of teacher Steve Welter's Industrial Technology Lab.

ROOM TO GROW
PRESCHOOL
Year Round
Program

Front glasses to contacts
to cataracts and
glaucoma hi.% eye health
exam covers it all!

Learning
through Play
The World is our
Playground

Eyecare
Specialties

Serving Ages 3
through 5
1205-B Center Dr. • 75-657K
Hours: 7:30 a.m.-5:20 p.m

"Welcome 7b This New Year"

taws—aim:.

Rick Starks and David Smith, students In lAattene Perry's Primary 1 and
2 class at Murray Elementary School, talk to the class about playground
safety rules. Both boys told about their recent injuries. Also pictured is
Jacob Vaughn.

READMORE School
BOOK- -CA R D ,44*
Supply
0 Dictionaries •Check List
a Cliff Notes
0 Classic Books
0 Educational and Enjoyment

Reading Materials
0 Special Orders
Taken on Most Titles
Not in Stock.
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Where there is no vision, the people perish:
PUBIJSHED BY MURRAY NEWSPAPERS. INC.

By WALTER R. MEARS
AP Special Correspondent
WASHINGTON (AP) — Politics doesn't stop at the water's
edge, despite that catchy adage about foreign policy unity. Even the
author of that vintage line added that every overseas issue should
be totally debated — just as President Clinton's Iraqi course is
being argued now.
In theory, at least, partisan debate is a course toward solidarity.
That's an improbable outcome in this case, with a presidential
election seven weeks away. The dispute over what to do about Saddam Hussein will go on. Indeed, neither Republicans nor Clinton's
Democrats are fully agreed among themselves on what should be
done.
It is a political role reversal of the Iraq policy debate nearly six
years ago, before President Bush ordered, and won, the Gulf War to
force Iraq out of Kuwait.
Congressional Democrats were the skeptics then, hesitant about
the use of force, although some of those same critics later questioned whether Bush had gone far enough, ending the conflict short
of ousting Saddam.
That's being repeated now. Bush calls it annoying revisionism
about an operation in which the goal was to repel Iraqi aggression,
not drive on to Baghdad to topple the regime.
At the same time, the former president is backing Clinton, in the
missile strikes Sept. 3 and 4 against Iraqi air defense sites, and in
the reinforced U.S. military presence since.
"The president will have my support as long as one American is
in harm's way," Bush said.
Bob Dole, the Republican nominee opposing Clinton, has been
cautious in dealing with Clinton's handling of the issue. "I've
commented very little about Iraq because I don't want it to appear
that Bob Dole was playing politics, and of course, he shouldn't
play politics, either," Dole said in an ABC interview.
Dole did say that he would not back away from action against
Saddam for lack of allied support, and that the punishment America
inflicts should be more than pinpricks.
He said Clinton ought to define his policy and his goals, and
should consult more closely with Congress about them. The latter
is a recurring complaint, and not only from Republicans. While
Democratic Sen. Patrick J. Leahy of Vermont complained at partisan sniping, he also said this administration consults less with Cohgress than its predecessors.
Republicans are, predictably, more vehement, saying there has
been no consultation, no explanation, and no clear policy for the
long term.
The complaint is familiar. Bush said he did not need congressional permission to wage the Gulf War, although he got it, over
Democratic opposition, in 1991. At that point, he'd already sent
U.S. forces to the region.
The White House is offering consultation with Congress, while
taking the position Bush took, that Clinton needs no authorization
to take further military action.
Clinton said Saturday that U.S. policy now is to contain Saddam,
reduce the threat he poses in the Persian Gulf region, and make him
"pay a price when he acts recklessly." The president said Monday
he seeks no confrontation with Saddam. "We never did and we
don't now."
But there is political confrontation at home. That's inevitable in
a campaign setting. Ronald Reagan said he wouldn't make a partisan issue of the Iran hostage crisis that beset President Jimmy Carter in 1980, but he did, saying the administration had mishandled
foreign policy and created the kidnap situation. In 1968, Richard
Nixon said there could be only one president at a time, and that he
wouldn't second-guess Lyndon Johnson on Vietnam — and added
that new leadership not tied to past mistakes could end the war.
"It used to be that foreign and security policy stopped at the
water's edge," James A. Baker III, Bush's secretary of state, told a
Senate hearing last Thursday. "Unfortunately, that's not the case...
"The idea that somehow Republicans should not feel free to
speak their minds is a canard that just won't wash," Baker said.
Actually, there's been significant home front dissent to every
American war except World War II, and only Pearl Harbor ended it
Indeed, Sen. Arthur H. Vandenberg of Michigan, the converted
Republican isolationist who wrote the script for bipartisanship in
foreign policy 50 years ago, left room for the kind of debate Republicans say is their right and duty now.
Vandenberg said bipartisanship meant a mutual effort "to unite
our official voice at the water's edge so that America speaks with
maximum authority against those who would divide and conquer
But he said that does not mean surrendering free debate.
And Vandenberg said the opposition party, Republicans then as
now, are obligated to see that it occurs.
EDITOR'S NOTE — Walter R. Mears, rice president and
columnist for The Associated Press, has reported on Washington and national politics for more than 30 years.

P. Ed Whitfield
U.S.
202.22.5-3115 (Washington)
MS. SEN. WENDELL FORD
"n3A Russell Senate Office Building, Washington D.C. 2051
9t2-224-4343 eiVashington)
U.S. SEN. MITCH MeCONNE'LL
120 Russell Senate Office Building. Washington D.C. 20510
502-442-4554 (Paducah) or 202-224-2541 (Washington)

I am a Catholic. I don't know if
the pope would agree with me on
that statement, but I am. I sat
through nine years of Catholic
school, memorized the Baltimore
Cathechism from cover to cover,
and was confirmed by Bishop Ahr
with my sister Jeanne as my witness.
I learned a lot by being Catholic
and going to parochial school,
gained skills that stay with me even
today. I spell and punctuate well,
and can recite the Regina Coeli in
Latin. I still know the stories of the
saints, especially those who died in
the most gruesome ways. And I can
diagram a compound-complex sentence quicker than you can repeat
the laws enacted by Pope Pius XII
regarding the fast required before
Holy Communion.
Rote learning was the particular
emphasis of the gentle Sisters of
Mercy who taught me. Math,except
for the multiplication tables, was
not their speciality. Science was
given the lowest priority in the
curriculum. After all, since God had
created the world and everything in
it, what else did we need to know?
We did not even have real books for
science, the way we did in our other
classes. We had workbooks. Every
chapter began with a line of poetry.
The one on botany quoted Tennyson's "Flower in the Crannied
Wall." The one on birds, "The
Eagle."
When I got to public high school,
which was funded by property taxes
and not private tuition, I found I
knew little of math and nothing of

the natural world of science. I
struggled through those subjects,
avoiding them whenever possible. I
had no trouble memorizing the
periodic chart or the phylums, but
could not tell you another thing
about chemistry or biology. Committing the theorums of geometry to
memory was a snap. In algebra,
however, when confronted with one
train leaving Chicago and another
pulling out of St. Louis at the same
instant, with both headed toward the
same point in Kansas but at different
rates,! had no clue about which one
would get there first unless there
was word of a derailment somewhere along the route.
After a combination of great and
dreadful teachers in my years of
public and private school, I decided
to become a teacher myself. Did my
undergraduate work in English and
music, and got a graduate degree in
education and the humanities. I
became head of an English department at 25, and began working on a
second master's degree in educational administration shortly thereafter. Today, I hold New Jersey
certification as a supervisor, and
would have gone on to become

eligible for positions as a principa
or a superintendent of schools had
chosen to remain an educator.
Since I left education to pursue a
corporate career, perhaps I missed
the graduate course that would have
vested in me the power to become a
censor of textbooks. I assume there
is such a course, since no university
educators have spoken out about
Superintendent Kenneth Shadowen's incredible decision to glue
together pages of a science textbook
to keep students from reading the
"Big Bang" theory about the creation of the universe.
I also must have missed the
repealing of first amendment's provision for separation of church and
state. Surely that part of the Bill of
Rights must have gone by the
boards when I wasn't looking, since
I have not heard a peep of protest
from government officials about
Shadowen's act.
I have been in and out of town a
lot lately and have not seen all the
local papers, so I suppose I missed
lots of public comments from outraged parents who believe it is their
children's right to learn science in

the public schools. I guess I have
also missed penetrating news stories
about the process through which
textbooks are adopted and approved
in Kentucky, and role and responsibility of school systems like Marshall County to participate in the
selection. Somewhere, someone
must have written about why Shadowen did not speak up sooner, and
why he suffered in silence until he
could no longer bear the thought of
a couple of pages of "Big Bang"
theory being taught in 5th and 6th
grade. I wish I could have read the
story of who was enlisted to glue the
pages together, and whether they
were paid with public funds to
deface public property.
lam not a parent or a Christian (at
least in the same sense that Shadowen and his supporters are Christians), but I am concerned by the
apparent lack of public disagreement with the superintendent's censorship. Did those who support him
even read the offending material to
know what it was they were spurning? Was it the KEA's position on
such actions by administrators?
How do the universities that grant
certification to administrators feel?
Where did Shadowen get his degree? Is this what he learned in
school?
Does the relative lack of dissent
on this issue indicate agreement,
ennui, fear of reprisal for speaking
out? Or is it the silence of lambs on
the way to slaughter, hoping that if
they don't bleat, somehow they will
escape what comes next?
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"We have both the ability and the
resolve to protect our interests," said
one of the government's talking
heads on TV while describing how
we will bash Iraq if Saddam Hussein
doesn't stop wising off to us.
Like any patriotic American, I'm
all for protecting "our interests," but
like most Americans, I can't figure
out what our interests are in this
latest skirmish.
nium, the hot precious metal of the
It seems to have begun when two
1990s since it is used in manufacturdifferent Kurdish factions went at
ing overpriced golf clubs.
each other in the part of Iraq that the
The leading manufactured proUN has declared off limits to Sadduct
of the Kurds is rugs.
dam.
So if Kurds can't get along with
Rug dealers in Chicago say the
each other, why is it in "our interest"
Kurds make fine rugs but they're
to start shooting missiles at Saddam
almost impossible to find because
and teetering toward another minithey used to be exported out of Iran,
war with Iraq?
but we've had an embargo on IraSeeking answers, I did some
nian products for almost 10 years.
basic research on the Kurds — the
But if you are interested in Kurdkind any high school kid can do by
ish rugs, here is what a couple of rug
looking in an encyclopedia.
merchants say:
I wanted to see what Kurds did or
Sohil Khan,owner of A-L Sahara
had that made their well-being of
Oriental
Rugs in Chicago, said:
importance to the vital interests of
the United States.
"Kurdish rugs are more tribal in
As far as!can tell, Kurds don't do design and style. They have a
much besides try to survive, which certain design and are flat woven
isn't easy, since they don't have a like you see on a blanket. They are
nation of their own and are spread
very durable and will last you
out over several countries, none of forever. I've seen
40- to 50-year-old
which treat them well.
rugs that are in great shape and are
As to what they have —no,it isn't
very expensive.
oil, gold, diamonds or even tita"The style is called kilim. They

arc mostly made of wool and they
are lightweight because the Kurds
are nomads and move from one
place to another. They are light and
easy to carry and their owners can
take them from place to place.
"The price is determined by the
age and quality of the rug. It
depends on the age, the dye and the
quality. A rug that is 6 fe,et by 9 feet
would run from $1,100 to $3,000.
"Now a6-by-9 from China would
run from $600 to $2,000. A 6-by-9
Persian would run from $1,000 to
$10,000 to $15,000, depending on
the quality."
Sarkis Tatosian,co-owner of Oscar lsberian Rugs in Evanston, Ill.,
said: "Kurdish rugs, relative to
Persian rugs, are a little more
coarse. But they are woven with a
lot more heart than a lot of other
pieces.
"They are truly nomadic cottage-industry rugs. In some places,

they make them just for export, but
not the Kurds. They make them for
their own use. It is to keep them
warm and for floor coverings. They
are more ornate and fancier in
design. They are more geometric
and tribal than other Oriental rugs.
Similar to rugs made in the American Southwest.
"They are collectibles, especially
the older ones. They are held in high
regard because they aren't woven in
mass quantities."
The Kurds also raise lots of sheep
for wool and to make cheese.
But since we have more than
enough sheep of our own,as well as
a greater variety, I doubt that the
Kurdish sheep are a factor in our
shooting missiles to protect our
interest.
At least I hope not. Putting
Stealth fighters on alert for our vital
interest in Kurdish sheep would be
embarrassing.
So it has to be the sturdy Kurdish
rugs,although I haven't heard any of
the talking heads from the Pentagon
or State Department say so.
But it doesn't seem to be worth
the fuss since we can't get the rugs
anyway.
Personally, I prefer Scandinavian-style rugs. They are colorful,
pretty and less expensive, and we
don't have to blow up any Swedes to

get them.
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Murray-Calloway County Ministerial Association will meet Wednesday. Sept. 18, at 8 a.m. in private dining room 01 of MurrayCalloway County Hospital. Donna Herndon, director of Family
Resource Center for Calloway County elementary schools, will be
the speaker. All ministers, pastors, and their assistants are welcome
and urged to attend. A free breakfast will be provided, and ministerial events will be planned. "Please take this opportunity to come and
fellowship with all members of the Clergy," said the Rev. Mike
Rumble, who may be called at 762-1274 for more information.

The Spouse Abuse Center needs volunteers for the Murray office
from 9 a.m. to noon. Also volunteers are needed to help with transporting women and children to the shelter in Paducah. For more
information call Nance at 1-800-585-2686.

Pet Therapy planned Thursday
Pet Therapy will be Thursday, Sept. 19, at 341km. at Calloway
County Public Library. For information call LoX1Zuiz, 436-2453.

Eastwood accepting applications
Eastwood Christian Academy, located one mile east of Murray on
Highway 94, is now in the process of accepting applications for
eruollmet in a four-year-old kindergarten program for this academic
school year. The program will be from 8:30 to 11:30 a.m. each day
with after school care provided until as late as 5 p.m. Interested persons may call the school office, 753-7744.

East Elementary event Thursday
"Parents Night Out" at East Elementary School will be Thursday,
Sept. 19. This is a special evening for parents to learn about the new
reporting system and curriculum. Parents are asked to come without
their children if possible. Primary teachers will meet with parents
from 6 to 7 p.m. in their classrooms and intermediate will meet with
parents from 7 to 8 p.m. in their classrooms. "This is a very important evening planned for our parents," said Patsy Whitesell,
principal.

North Elementary event Thursday
North Elementary School PTO will sponsor an open house on
Thursday. Sept. 19, at 6:30 p.m. at the school. A short PTO meeting
will be held to introduce PTO officers and teachers, and the new
student-designed t-shirts will be unveiled. Also the PTO membership
drive classroom winners will be announced. Immediately following
the meeting, parents are welcome to visit their child's classroom and
talk with the teachers. PTO co-presidents Kathy Wilson and Sheila
Boggess urge all North parents to take this opportunity to see what
their children are experiencing daily at school. Refreshments will be
served.

Griffin and Nance vows
said; reception Sunday
Monica Lynn Griffin and James Thomas (Bubba) Nance of Almo
were married Thursday, Sept. 5, 1996, at 6 p.m. at Cupid's Chapel of
Love, Gatlinburg, Tenn. The couple eloped and spent their honeymoon at Gatlinburg.
The bride is the daughter of Ray and Gail Griffin of Murray. The
groom is the son of Jim Nance and Linda Culver and the nephew of
Sue and Donald Stom.
For her wedding the bride wore a floor-length satin gown designed
with a Victorian neckline, short pouffed sleeves and fitted bodice with
an overlay or Venice lace-appliques. The softly gathered skirt was
adorned with matching appliques and matching border that flowed
into a cathedral train.
Her headpiece was a silk illusion waist length veil attached to a
Juliet headpiece of Austrian crystals, pearls and sequins. She carried a
cascade bouquet of casablanca lillies.
The groom wore a black tuxedo with matching accessories.
A reception will be Sunday, Sept. 22, from 2 to 4 p.m. in the third
floor small ballroom of Curris Center, Murray State University. All
relatives and friends are invited to attend.
The new Mrs. Nance is employed at Hair Grafiks. Mr. Nance is
employed by Mobile Home Movers, Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Nance are residing at Almo.

Tuesday, Sept. IT
Calloway County 4-H Horse Club,
Dusty Spurs/6:30 p.m./Weeks Community Center,
K irksey WOW Lodge 0170
rneetlny6:30 p.m /Packers.
Guilt Lovers/6 p m /Calloway Public
Library
Music Department of Murray
Woman's Club/6.30 p.m salad supper.
Singles Organizational Society
(SOS)/7 p.m./Gleason Hall, St. Laos
Catholic Church. Info/Larry. 753-9395,
or Jane, 489-2046
Murrey TOPS Chapter/6 p.m./First
Presbyterian Church. .
TOPS Chapter of Hardin/7
p.m./Hardin Library.
Bingo/7 p.m./Knights of Colurfibus
building.
Murray Optimist Club/6:30
p.m./Homeplace Restaurant.
Alcoholics Anonymousiclosod discussion meeting/8 p.m./American Legion Hall. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.
Breastfeeding Support Group/7-8
p.m./Child Care Center, second floor,
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
1nfo/753-3381 or 762-1425.
Cancer Support Group meeting/3
p.m./private dining room of MurrayCalloway County Hospital.
Info/762-1100.
Calloway County Cluster/7
p.m./Campus Fellowship.
Westside Baptist Church Hattie Lee
Galloway Group/7 p.m.
First Baptist Church Step
Aerobics/5:30 p.m.; PraiseV6:30 p m
Wednesday, Sept. II
Sorting of clothing for Resource Fair
on Sept. 28 continues today/8
a.m./National Guard Armory.
Oaks Country Club ladies golf/9
a.m.; Bridge/9:30 a.m., luncheon/noon.
Murray Country Club ladies' golf/9:30
a.m.
Calloway County Public Library
Parents and Twos/9:30 a.m.; Story
Hour/10:30 a.m.
Songfest by Church Women
United/2:30 p.m./Fern Terrace Lodge.
J.N. Williams Chapter UDC/1:30
p.m./Dumplin's.
Reservations for Christian Women's
Club luncheon Friday due tonight,
753-3999 or 753-2399.
Overeaters Anonymous/5:30
p.m./private dining room at MurrayCalloway Hospital. Info/Chris,
753-7490.
Alcoholic Anonymous (AA)/closed
discussion/11 a.m./American Legion
Building. Info/759-9882 or 435-4314.

WieleedaYi Sapt. 11
Hazel bawaeciopen 10 a.m.-2 p.m./14:ff
senior cidzons' acevibee
Weak* Center/open 8 a.m.-4 p.m./tor
senior citizens' activities.
Senior Golf League/8 30 a.m /Wier
Memorial Golf Course
St. Leo Catholic Church Young-atHeart/noon
South Pleasant Grove United
Methodist Church Council on
k5nistries/7 p.m.
First Presbyterian Church ARK/
WOW/5 pm. Choir/6:30 p.m , College
Fellowship/6.45 p.m
First United Methodist Church Covenant Prayer/10 am, Pro-school Choir
Choristers/5 p.m., Kids Clubi5 30 p m
Handbell rehearsal, Singers Unlimited,
Tom Turner Silent Prayer Time/6 p m .
Adult Bible Study/6 .30 p.m.. Chancel
Choir/7:30 pm
First Christian Church fellowship
meal and planning for Wednesday
night program/6 p m., Choir/7 30 p m.
WestsIde Baptist Church service and
Baptist Men/7 p.m.
West Fork Baptist Church Wonderful
World/7 p.m.
West Murray Church of Christ
service/7:30 p.m.
Murray Baptist Mission prayer
service/7 p.m
Coldwater Church & Christ Bible
classes/7 p.m.
New Ufe Christian Center servics/7
p.m.
Church of Living God prayer
service/7 p m
Dexter Baptist Church worship/6:30
p.m
Elm Grove Baptist Church worship/7
p.m.
Memorial Baptist Church Bible
School meeting/6 p m., Prayer and
youth groups/7 p.m
First Baptist Church Ladies Bible
Study/10:15 a.m.; Fellowship supper:
5:30 p.m.; Library open/6 15 p.m ,
Children's Choirs, Youth Prime Time/
6:30 p.m.; Prayer meeting/Bible
Study/6:35 p.m.; Youth Council/7:30
p.m.; Sanctuary Choir/7:45 p.m.
Grace Baptist Church Adult, College/
Career, and Youth Bible Study, and
Kid's Klub/7 p.m.
Glendale Road Church of Christ Bible
Classes/7 p.m.
University Church of Christ service/7
p.m.
Emmanuel Baptist Church Bible
Study/7 p.m.
Christian and Missionary Alliance
Bible Study/7 p.m

Dorcas class plans meeting
Dorcas Sunday School Class of First Baptist Church will meet
Thursday, Sept. 19, at 9:30 a.m. at Shoney's. Class teachers are
Roberta Tarry and Opal Giltner. Lucy Lilly, president, urges all
members and associate members to attend.

Home Department meeting Thursday
Home Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet Thursday,
Sept. 19, at 1:30 p.m. at the club house. Kathryn Ray will present a
program on "Dolls." Names will be tabled for membership. Hostesses will be Margaret Taylor, Gladys Jarrett, Elvie Billington and
Marguerite McClosky.

Schwan's Sales
Enterprise

Church Women United of Murray and Calloway County will have
its monthly songfest on Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 2:30 p.m. at Fern
Terrace Lodge. All interested persons are invited to attend and take
part in the singing.

Boone's Laundry

759-9701
will be parked every
Wednesday from 4-6 p.m.

North 12th Street
Murray
Next to Arby's

UDC Chapter will meet Wednesday

We are pleased to
announce that Jodi
Manning, bride-elect
of Brian Gremore,
has made her domestic and household
selections through our
bridal
registry.
Jodi and Brian
will be married Oct.
19, 1996.

J.N. Williams Chapter of United Daughters of the Confederacy
will meet Wednesday, Sept. 18, at 1:30 p.m. at Dumplin's. Charlotte
Barker will be hostess. Barbara Smotherman, president, urges all
members to attend.

Silk Painting Workshop planned
Murray Art Guild will sponsor a Silk Painting Workshop on Oct.
21 and 23 from 9 a.m. to 4 p.m. The workshop is limited to 12 participants. Registration deadline is Oct. 2. Cost of the workshop will be
$80 and will be held at the guild, 103 North Sixth St., Murray. For
information and registration contact Shirley Johnson at 436-2399.

Brooks Chapel holding revival

The Music Department of Murray Woman's Club will meet tonight (Tuesday) at 6:30 p.m. for a salad supper at the club house. Department
officers will be hostesses. At the last meeting of the department the
Music Chorus presented a featured performance directed by Marge
Shown with Beth Stribling as accompanist. Pictured are Mrs. Shown,
left, who sang a solo accompanied by Beth Runnels, right.

Brooks Chapel United Methodist Church is holding revival services through Friday. Sept. 20. The Rev. Charles Walker, guest
evangelist, will speak at 7 p.m., Monday through Friday. The Rev.
H.B. Fields, pastor, invites the public to attend.

Bethany Baptist Church at New Concord is holding revival services through Sunday, Sept. 22. The Rev. Tom Fortner of Trenton,
Tenn., former pastor of churches in Calloway County is the speaker
for services at 70 p.m. nightly and at 11 a.m. and 6 p.m. on Sunday. The Rev. David Cunningham, pastor, invites the public to
attend.

Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly, selfmotivated individual. Must have a dependable
means of transportation. Excellent benefits include health and dental insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacation, sick days and gas allowance.
Song or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Winne!! Ave., Murray, KY 42071

Martha Broach, Hilda Jo Rogers, Alesia Irvin,
Vicky Lantbert, Julie Holt
•
•
•
•
•

City & County Coverage
Farm Owner
Home Owner
Auto
Life

•
•
•
•

Blue Cross
Retirement
Business
Long Term Care

Agency Manager, Ray T. Broach; Agent, Bob Cornelison
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Nutt says sloppiness can be fixed
By STEVE PARKER
Sports Editor
Reviewing Saturday's 48-38
win over Southern Illinois, Houston Nuu was disappointed that
penalties brought three potential
touchdowns back.
On the other hand, he's pleased
that three touchdowns were
called back.
"I feel good about scoring 48
points and having three touchdowns called back," Nuu told
members of the media at Monday's press luncheon. "The
offense has so much more room
for improvement and our defense
has so much room for improvement. It's coming."
Despite a second half letdown,
the Racers picked up their first
win of the season to go 1-1 on
the season with a road date at
Southeast Missouri up next.
Nutt was happy to go back to
work with a win, and admits
there's still plenty to do.
Murray State was penalized 13
times Saturday for 102 yards,
many foiling Racer touchdowns
or extending SIU drives. However, the fourth-year coach has a
remedy for what he calls "sloppy" Play.
"That's coaching. As much as I
hate to say it in front of these
cameras, that's coaching," he
said. "Lining up, jumping
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By DOUG TUCKER
AP Sports Writer
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offsides, that's something I can
handle. I can't handle it if that
running back weighs 220 and
outruns us, I can't do anything
about that. But jumping offsides,
foolish penalties, hitting somebody back after he hits us, we
can correct that."
MSU's offense, which piled up
542 yards and 48 points against
an SIU defense giving up 13
points per game, improved on its
two-interception, 102-yard passing game against Western
Kentucky.
Junior receiver Reginald SwinII See Page 7

STEVE PARKER/Ledger a Times photo

Racer junior wide receiver Reginald Swinton, who caught 10 passes for 224 yards and three
touchdowns in Saturday's win over SW to earn OVC offensive player of the week honors, battles
an SIU defender in the end zone Saturday night

KANSAS CITY, Mo.(AP) — He's been a
World Series MVP and now he's reached
3.000 hits. What's left for Paul Molitor to
play for?
"Tomorrow, I get a chance to play a major
league baseball game and put on this uniform," said the newest member of the elite
3,000-hit club. "That is what I've always
used to motivate me."
Typically for one of the most aggressive
players of his generation, Minnesota's
40-year-o/d designated hitter became the only
man to get a triple for No. 3,000, sliding
head-first into third and into history Monday
night after lashing Jose Rosado's fastball in
the fifth inning of Minnesota's 6-5 loss to
Kansas City.
In his first at-bat, the 19-year veteran, who
missed 592 games because of injuries, singled
off Rosado for No. 2,999. In the seventh, raising his bauing average to .344, he singled off
reliever Bob Scanlan for No. 3,001, going
3-for-4 in his historic night with a ninthinning sacrifice fly and an RBI.
The only man to get 200 hits in the season
he got to 3,000, Molitor leads the American
League this year with 70 multi-hit games and
also has 16 three-hit outings.
This is no over-the-hill has-been dragging
his aching bones to another milestone.
"I enjoyed the ride. It was a great experience," Molitor said. "I kept thinking every
day this was a great opportunity and something I should enjoy."
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TODAY

• CCHS, MHS vs Graves
South Highland CC
SOCCER

• Murray at Calloway (DH)
CCHS Field — 5:30/7:30
FOOTBALL
• Calloway Middle at Murray
Ty Holland Field — 6
WEDNESDAY

• CCHS, NHS vs. Fulton
Murray Country Club

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
BOWLING GREEN —
Murray's boys hit the road
Saturday to take on Bowling
Green, ranked 13th in the
state, and came away with a
4-0 loss.
"They played like a ranked
team," Tiger coach James
Weatherly said. "They dominated the game possessionwise.
"But in the second half we
played preuy well; we shut

them down in the penalty area,
and we limited them to just six
shots for the whole game," he
said. "But they scored on four
of them."
Weatherly cited the play of
Adam Meloan, Brandon Jones
and Justin Jones.
"They stepped upfland played well," he said. "We gave up
two goals on goalkeeper mistakes and one was on a controversial penalty kick, so the
final score doesn't reflect the
way the game was played.

They're a really good team,
and they have four all-state
players."
Murray (4-4) plays at Calloway tonight in a girls/boys district doubleheader. The girls
game gets under way at 5:30
with the boys to follow.
GIRLS SOCCER
Henderson Co. 3, Murray 2
HENDERSON — Illness,
injuries and other circumstances left Murray without
seven varsity players in Satur-

day's game at Henderson.
Murray (5-4) had goals from
Courtney Christopher, off an
assist from Jeanne Maddox,
and Becky Greene, from a
Christopher assist. The Lady
Tigers also had a goal on a
penalty kick negated.
"With so many players out,
we had to play some people
out of position and move some
JV players up," Murray coach
Mark Kennedy said. "But even
• See Page 7

State Soccer Poll
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By ALAN ROBINSON
AP Sports Writer
PITTSBURGH (AP) — If the
Buffalo Bills took anything positive away from yet another miserable Monday night in Piusburgh,
it's this: Jim Kelly finally found
the open receiver.
The trouble was, they were the
guys wearing the Steelers' black
jerseys.
Kelly hit them four times —
three in the second quarter alone
— and the Steelers cruised to a
24-6 victory in a matchup of
AFC Super Bowl hopefuls.
Perhaps playing the Steelers
and Cowboys in a week's time
has the Bills totally confused.
Maybe they think they're already
in the Super Bowl.
"This was embarrassing
humiliating," Bills coach Mary
Levy said. "I'm not about to
point the finger at any one person. You could name just about
anybody on this team and say
they didn't play well and you'd
be right."
Kelly finished 15-of-31 for 116
yards and four interceptions in
one of his worst games outside of

his four Super Bowl losses. He is
0-4 with two touchdowns and
nine interceptions since 1992 in
Three Rivers Stadium, which has
turned into his personal house of
horrors.
"When you make a great
quarterback like Jim Kelly hesitate and throw the ball to you,
you've done a great job," Steelers defensive coordinator Dick
LeBeau said. "They tried everything, but when a defense is playing well like ours is, it looks like
you're setting on everything
they're doing."
At least Kelly managed to play
from start to finish. In his last
three trips back to his hometown,
the Steelers' defense knocked
him out with injuries, including
Greg Lloyd's body-slam sack in
the Steelers' 40-21 playoff victory in January.
"They played their rear ends
off and we got beat bad," Kelly
said. "I wish I had answers, but I
don't. We came in confident. We
had a great week of practice. But
we couldn't click any way you

Neagle notches
complete game

File photo

Buffalo quarterback Jim Kelly had snother miserable game at Pittsburgh Monday night, finishing just 15 of 31 with four interceptions as
the Steelers manhandled the Bills 244. Kelly is 0-4 at Pittsburgh's

---,NEW YORK (AP) — This was
the btntiy Neagle that the Atlanta Braves
nted to get.
Neagle n
. four__ starts to
gain his first win for- h0 new
team, pitching a seven-hitter
Monday night as the Braves
defeated the New York MeLs 5-2.
"I kept trying to tell myself I
wasn't pressing, but I really
was," said Neagle, who helped
himself with a two-run single.
"Finally, I said to myself, `Go
out and relax and pitch the same
way you did at Pittsburgh.' It was
no fluke I won 14 games with
them."
Neagle (15-8), acquired from
Pittsburgh on Aug. 28, struck out
three and walked three in his first
complete game with the Braves
and his second this season.
Neagle, 1-2 with Atlanta, had
allowed 12 earned runs in his
first 17 2-3 innings with the
Braves.
"In my three previous starts I
was starting to rely on my
changeup, and finally Leo (Maz7.0ne, the pitching coach) set me
straight," Neagle said. "Tonight,

I established my fastball right
away, throwing strike one, strike
two consistently."
Mazzone liked what he saw.
"He was a shot in the arm
immediately. I don't care what
his record was. He was always
tough on us, and even though it
took him this long to get a win,
he threw very well," he said.
"Tonight, he tired in the ninth
and we were ready to get him
after one more batter, but he got
the big out."
The NL East-leading Braves,
headed to their fifth consecutive
postseason appearance, had lost
six straight and 11 01 13 before
beating the Mets on Sunday. Following the 2-5 road trip, Atlanta
plays a seven-game homestand
against Houston and Montreal.
"I wanted to get into postseason play, but I never expected it
to happen this soon. I didn't
know how much help I would be
to them, since they had such a
good staff, but now it seems that
I'm going to help them more than
I thought," he said.
"I don't care where Bobby
(manager Cox) uses me. Starter,
bullpen, or anywhere he thinks I
can help. It's up to him and I'll
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Murray State postpones tribute to Brown
The Murray State athletic department has announced the postponement of
Vie *Tnbuts to /Amass 13101MD night scheduled tor Sept 24 because of cornewtrnents by Brown to the NBA's Portland Trail Blazers
The Racers have not yet announced a rescheduling dabs for the event.
which was planned to honor Brown lot his coliegiate career at Murray Stale
Brown is slated to report to Portland for a preseason camp, which could result
in • contact for the former All OVC standout.
We apologiz. to our tans for this inconvenience, said IASU Athletic Director Mike Smcldand Marcus was a very special player to tat but we don't want
to keep him from his dream of playing in the NBA We will find another date to
bring hem back to campus and honor his outstanding collegiate C41/041f
Brown, the second leading scorer in MSU history, was selected by the
Portland Trail Blazers in the second round of tie NBA draft this past summer

MSU's Wojinski earns OVC volleyball honor
Murray State freshman senor Mica Woenaki became the second Racier in
as many weeks to earn the Ohio Valley Conference Freshman of the Week
award for volleyball
Woenseu, a 5-10 native of Austin. Texas, tallied 158 assists for the week,
including a school-record 68 in a match versus UNC-Chariotte In addition to
her setting, Woenslu also tallied seven aces, 45 dogs and four blocks
'Mica has done an outstanding job of running our offense.' said coach
Brenda Bowfin -She gets the ball to our hitters quickly and does a good ebb of
mixing up her sets With her and Kristi (Koffman), we have two very good
collegiate setters'
Wojinski, one of Six freshmen for the Racers this season, is the program's
second OVC honoree as fellow rookie Krista Shumard earned the award last
week
MSU returns to action tomorrow night when they meet UT-Martin at 7 in
Martin, Tenn

7
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•Racers...
FROM PAGE 6

Mike's aggressiveness. He
believes in those guys," said
Nutt. "If you look at all the one's
he threw into double coverage,
they were about 50 or 60 yards
down the field and sometimes
that's as good as a punt if it's
intercepted.
"You don't want to think like
that, because everytime Mike
throws the ball he thinks it's
going to be completed."
MSU, led by Anthony Downs'
92 yards on 19 carries, rushed for
147 yards AS A team. Mill said he
wanted to run the ball against the
Salukis, but their aggressive
defense was geared to stop the
run.
"They probably said, 'Let's
make the quarterback and receivers beat us. We know they've got
a running game, let's make them
throw it to beat us,'" Nutt said.

ton had his best day as a Racer,
earning Ohio Valley Conference
offensive player of the week honors. Swinton had 10 catches and
three touchdowns, totaling an
MSU second all-time best 224
yards.
"Reggie is a special athlete that
can run like a deer, he's very,
very fast," Nutt said of Swinton.
"But the thing Reggie gives you
is he has a great knack...It's
natural. Not a lot of people can
catch a deep ball going as fast as
you can go with two guys all
around you and be able to keep
that total concentration. He has a
special knack for that."
Quarterback Mike Cherry
threw for 395 yards, hitting on
18-of-31 passes. Many of Cherry's big plays came while scrambling out of the pocket. Despite
throwing to covered receivers,
Nutt is apprehensive about pulling the reins on his all-OVC
quarterback.
"You don't want to take away

"The defense they're running
is our defense (4-3), and that's
what that defense tells you to do.
It forces you to beat them
throwing."

Defensively, the Racers held
SI1J to 54 total yards in the first
half, but surrendered 31 points in
the second half. Nun attributed
the second half meltdown to
complaceney.
"We've got to understand that
not good enough to go out
we
there at anytime and do something half way or half speed," the
coach said.
"Everyone was disappointed in
how we finished everything, but
overall there was a lot of
improvement, especially
defensively."
• Racer Notes: Murray State
could get all-OVC linebacker
Reuel Shepherd back for the
Southeast Missouri game on
Saturday. The 6-2, 220-pound
senior injured his ankle in the
team's final scrimmage of the
preseason. He began working out
with the team Monday night, but
wasfavoring
the
ankle...AII-American cornerback
William Hampton was injured
Monday night during a one-onone pass coverage drill. Hamp-

Van Gonier named
OVC's top lineman
Murray State offensive tackle
Witty Van Gordo was selected
as the OVC's Offensive Lineman of the Week on Monday.
Van Gord•r, a 6-6,
290-pound sophomore from
Pontotac. Miss, graded out
wah an 63 and five pancake
Nock* in the Racers' win over
Southern Illinois. A starter at
right tackle, Van Corder helped
pave the way for MSU to record
542 yards of total offense,
including 395 yards in the air.
-Willie has improved in every
game for us,' said hoed coach
Houston Nutt. 'Ho is a big,
strong blocker who has good
blocking techniques. I am
excited that Willie has received
some recognition for his work
in the trenches.'
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ton, who apparently rolled his
ankle, left the field for the training room with help from the
MSU trainers and did not return.
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Racer cross country squads compete
The Murray State cross country teams competed in the UT Chattanooga
hosted AdiciaktPowerade Invitational Saturday as the men's team finished
third and the women's team finished fourth
Individually for tie men, juniors Jason McKinney and Keith Jared led the
Racers with sixth and 10th place finishes, respectively. Sophomore Brad
Mason placed 17th as the Racer squad competed against over 50 runners
UT-Chattanooga took the team title with 20 points and Southern Indiana followed with 47
For the women. Marshall County native Renee Haley again led the pack for
MSU as she finished in 16th place. Following close behind Haley in the 18
through 21st positions were freshman Tiffany Leech, senior Phyllis Jackson
and sophomores Jennifer E3ottim, Ashley Lubbehusen and Laura Bohanon
Placing 24th was sophomore and first-time MSU distance runner Stacy Pinter Southern Indiana placed first in team results with 27 points, with UTChattanooga captunng second place with 35 points
The Murray State cross country teams will travel to Bowling Green this
weekend to compete in the Western Kentucky Invitational.

Racer golfers sixth at weekend intercollegiate

*.

The Murray Stale men's golf team fired a final round 303 to finish sixth at
the Peoples First/McDonald's 1.4SU Intercollegiate Saturday
The Racers, who were in seventh place after day one's 36 holes, moved
into the top half of the tournament field with a final score of 909 behind the
steady play of Joachim Lange Lange carded a team-best 225 en route to
finishing tied for 11th in individual competition Senior Jason Lancaster of
Mayfie!d shot a 71 to lead the squad on the final day_
Others competing for MSU included Ken Conkle (229), Jason Jarvi (233),
Lance Hanni (236) and Brian Duckwall (240)
Arkansas State University swept the team and individual competition. As a
team, ASU posted a three-day total of 869, 24 strokes ahead of second-place
Eastern Kentucky
IASU's next competition will be at the Eastern Kentucky Intercollegiate in
Richmond Sept 27-28

Lady Racer golfers third at Tech Classic
The Murray State women's golf team fired a second-round 323 to finish in
third place at the Tech Classic over the weekend.
MSU, playing in its season-opening tournament, carded a two-day 653 on
the par-72, 5,557-yard Ironwood Golf Course layout The Lady Racers placed
four golfers in the top 20 and finished Just eight shots behind tournament
champions Eastern Kentucky and three strokes behind Mobile College for
secon
Se11115onnie Steely of Murray led the squad, finishing in a tie for fourth
overall with a 36-hole'score of 160. Steely finished just five strokes shy of
medalist Maria Nilsson of Samford Freshman Jessica Widman fired a 161 to
finish in a tie for seventh in her first collegiate tournament for MSU while
juniors Brandi Stevenson and Mikki McLeary posted matching 166s to tie for
14th place
Other golfers competing for MSU included freshman Tricia Brooks (179)
and Melanie Kopperud (171), who competed as an individual
The Lady Racers begin their next competition today at the Memphis
Women's Intercollegiate in Memphis. Tenn

▪ Steelers...
FROM PAGE 6
looked at it."
Kelly's protection constantly
broke down as a makeshift offensive line badly missed injured
guard Ruben Brown, and the
Bills had no defense for Pittsburgh's running game (222
yards) or Kordell "Slash" Stewart's improvisational skills.
Stewart turned a seemingly
routine screen pass into a 48-yard
gain to the Bills' 13 in the first
quarter, and Jerome Bettis, who
ran for 133 yards in his second
consecutive 100-yard game,
scored three plays later from the
1.
Bettis, a two-time Pro Bowl
runner with the Rams who seems
rejuvenated by his off-season
trade to Pittsburgh's run-friendly
offense, later added a 43-yard
touchdown run following the first
of Levon Kirkland's two
interceptions.
The Bettis trade — the Steelers
got him on draft day for a couple
of mid-round picks — already
looks like a steal of a deal. He
has 249 yards in his last two

•Molitor...
games and is running better than
Barn Morris ever did last season.
"I'm not trying to prove anything except that I can be a productive back when I get the
ball," Bettis said.
Carnell Lake finished off the
Bills just before halftime, turning
Kelly's hurried and ill-advised
throw into a 47-yard interception
return and a 24-3 lead.
Rainy days and Monday nights
in Pittsburgh always seem to get
the Bills down, but they're not
alone. The Steelers are 8-1 on
Mondays under coach Bill
Cowher, and are 6-0 with a
140-33 scoring advantage in
Three Rivers Stadium.
"We treat Monday night like
another Super Bowl," defensive
end Brentson Buckner said. "We
kept hearing all about Buffalo,
and we wanted to make a
statement."
The 36-year-old Kelly just
wish they didn't keep making it
to him. He is off to the worst
start of his career (53-of-99, two
touchdowns and eight interceptions).
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*See me for all your family insurance needs
305 N. 12th St., Murray
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a game because they missed
class the day after a game, and
that's a team rule we have."
Murray outshot Henderson
13-7. Robyn Myhill had five
saves for Murray while Tiffany Goldhammer and Brooke
Brittain added one each.
*Murray's JV squad lost 3-0
Saturday to fall to 5-2-2 on the
season.
Murray plays at Calloway
County Tuesday night at 5:30.

MAJOR LEAGUES
AMERICAN LEAGUE
Ail Tinise CDT
Esse Division
W
I. Pet. GS
Nes Yon
65 64
570 —
Gallimore
62 67
550 3
Boston
76 73 .510 9
Toronto
68 82
453 17'4
Demo
51
99
340 344
Central Division
W
L Pet, Oa
Cleveland
90 54
604 —
Chicago
530 1
60 71
lAnnesola
74
76
493 113.4
11111Hateute
73 78
443 18
Kansas City
70 40
467 204
West Divas m n
W
L Pet. 011
TSUI
64 68
580
Searle
76 70
527 5
Cialiand
72 79
477 124
Celtorma
65 84
436 184
Monday's Games
kileaultaie al Bellmore. peed , rein
Ni. York If/ Toronto 0
Karam City 6. lAnnereote 5
Caveiencl 4, Chimp 3
Sunk, 6, Texas 0
Only games scheduled
Tuseday's Game
Boston (Sell 6-10) at Detroit (Lira 6-13). 506
pm.
Banton (Musing 1510) el Nem York (Cone
6-21. 635 pm
Toronto (Anduler 1-2) m lAimmeise (Donald
11-10). 706 Pm
Cleveland (Anderson 2-1) at Chicago (Fernandez
14-9). 795 pm
lAnnesola (Aldred 11-7) at Kansas City (Bevil
0-0), 705 pm
Oakland (Adams 3-3) et CaleorMa (Finis,
906 pm
Tema(HI IS-91 at Smell(Mur,05404 4-2). 9%
pm

Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly, selfmotivated individual. Must have a dependable
means of transportation. Excellent benefits include health and dental insurance, paid holidays,
paid vacation, si4 days and gas allowance.
Send or drop off resume to:
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071
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Holland Tire Co.
East Main • 753-5636

NATIONAL LEAGUE
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W
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Cticago
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500 5
Cindnnati
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VA
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64 65
430 154
West Division
W
L Pct. Oa
Los Angeles
65 65
567
San Otago
65 64
563
Colorado
79 72
523 64
San F(anOsco
00 PO
400 25
aleadefe Genies
Atlanta 5. Ni. York 2
Los Angeles 6. Colorado 4
San Diego 2. Son Francisco 1 11 Innings
Only games scheduied
Tomeday's Cameo
Cinormat (Smiley 12-13) at Ptriaturpn (Corder.
27) 605 pm
Wm York (Ieringhausen 6-13) C Montreal (F
wino 149), 635 pm
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Florida (Flipp 6-16) at Ptiadelphli (BisedN 1-3),
635 pm
Mauston (Kee 1241)• Adonis (StralLT 21-4).
6 40 p m
Chicago (Camillo 7-15) C St Louis (Oebcsne
12-9). 705 pm.
Los ANON (Norm 15-10)•Colorado (Seek
1-0). 506 pm.
San Diego (Tewksbury 10-10) at San Frandeco
(Soderstrom 0-01, 9-06 p in
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RACEWAY AUTO SALES
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Murray's Only $3,000 and Under Lot
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•Murray teams...
so, we should have won 3-2
because that penalty kick
should have counted.
"But I was very proud of the
kids," Kennedy added. "We
had three seniors, Sara Wilhams, Susan Krieb and Dea
Banks who really stepped up.
We had players out for injury,
sickness and other things, and
we had two who had to sit out
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State Farm Insurance Companies
Home Offices: Bloomington, Illinois

bruised his right hand. Harnisch
walked off the mound after the
injury and threw his glove into
the dugout.
"I didn't know the ball hit me
in the hand until I stood up and
started walking around," Harnisch said.
Marquis Grissom's RBI single
put Atlanta ahead in the second,
Eddie Perez singled in another
run with the bases loaded in the
sixth. Harnisch managed to get an
out on Lemke's liner but a run
scored on the play. Neagle followed with a two-run single off
Rick Trlicek for a 5-0 lead.
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Like a good neighbor,
State Farm is there
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Molitor's historic hit Came
exactly three years to the day that
Dave Winfield got No. 3,000.
Like Molitor, Winfield was born
in St. Paul, Minn., and was playing for the hometown Minnesota
Twins when he made it to the
milestone.
Always popular with fans in
Minnesota and Milwaukee —
where he played for 15 years —
Molitor kept the phones in the
Kauffman Stadium ticket office
buzzing even after the game
began. Officials said more than
2,000 people, many from Minnesota and Wisconsin, called to
purchase game tickets as
souvenirs.
Rosado, who was 2 years old
when Molitor began his major
league career in 1978, did not
back down from the challenge.
"I knew he wanted to get the
hit in this ballgame real bad, so I
didn't want to give him a strike,"
Rosado said. "It was a fastball
up in the zone."
Center fielder Rod Myers and

right fielder Jon Nunnally both
closed on the ball, but Nunnally
pulled up at the last second and it
dropped between them.
"I think the only time I took
my eye off the ball was to make
sure I touched first base," Molitor said. "It wasn't the crispest
of hits I've had over the years."
As Molitor got up following
his slide into third, he was
swirmed by teammates. Fireworks went off and the big video
board behind left field began
showing highlights of his long,
fruitful career.
Also on hand were his wife
Linda and their 11 -year-old
daughter Blaire, as well as
American League president Gene
Budig and two other members of
the 3,000-hit club, former Royals
star George Brett and Robin
Yount, who played with Molitor
at Milwaukee and remains one of
his closest friends.
"To be just engulfed by my
teammates at third base and seeing my family there were very
nice visual pictures I can hang
onto," he said.
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FROM PAGE 6
do whatever he wants. He's going
to have to make a tough decision
and I'm going to have to respect
it," he said.
Lance Johnson of the Mets got
his 20th triple of the season,
becoming the first NL player to
reach the mark since Willie Mays
1957 and the first major leaguer
since Willie Wilson in 1985.
Pete Harnisch (8-11) lost his
fourth straight decision. He was
knocked out of the game with
two outs in the sixth when a line
drive off Mark Lemke's bat

FROM PAGE 6

Donnie Winchester

1988 Chev. Beretta

$'2,950

Red. Sharp

1984 Cutlass Brhm
2 Dr, Coupe

1989 Nissan 240 Z
Red, Nice Cu

$3,900

Loaded

1986 Jeep Laredo

1985 Ford Escort
81.000 Miles

1986 Ford Taurus SW
$3,4°°

$1,900

1984 Mercury Cougar

$1,650

V-8

1987 Buick Century
1988

Cutlass Ciera

..

1981 Ford Truck
Dependable Cold A/C

$2,000

1987 Ford Escort
5 Speed
Rebuilt Motor
Auto

Red

Alpha II vent-fret ga., logo by Martin (hr., Product.,are great performer.'. Tbry
have all the feature.,„you love about a wood fin., without tbe work and nyense.
&caw< thry're tbermootatically controlled, you ran .,eltct Ilee temperature.44on
want them to maintain. Alpha II ga., Lv,z. .featurr 4hutl burner.. for Ivantiful
rolling
Tbry're aloo AGA.design certified a.. Pent-fret ga.. beaten., and
tbey',y rated an amazing 99.9% efficient!
.yon ...ant a great perforvnance,
want Alpha IIga.,log., by Martin.

$950

$1,100
$1,450

1984 Ford Escort

$2,100

Perfect Mech

$1,700

1983 Ford Ranger

$1,950

V-6, Loaded

$3,400

1986 Chev. Cele. Euro

4 Dr
Red V-6

$1,800

93.000 Miles

$2,000

1988 GMC 3/4 Tort
Truck

Sisown: Alpha Gas Lop MS40

1987 Chev. Celebrity

$750

-Martin

$349.95

Murray Home & Auto
Chestnut St.
Murray

753-2571
753-4110
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Recital planned
Fourteen Murray State Universny department of music faculty
members will perform a program of
varied musical works for the annual
MSU Faculty Showcase Recital at 8
p.m., on Tuesday, Sept. 24
The event will be held in the
Farrell Recital Hall of the Doyle
Fine Arts Center and will introduce
new and returning faculty members
to the campus and area communities. The recital will also mark the
resumption of live concert broadcasts on WKMS-FM (91.3), the
university public radio station.
The recital serves as a departmental scholarship concert as well.
Admission fees of $5 for adults and
$3 for students (including MSU
students) will be requested at the
door.
In her first public appearance,
violinist Priscilla Hallberg will preform the last movement of Prokofieffs "Sonata in D Major," Op.94.

MSU to hold workshop

She will be performing with pianist
Mane Taylor. Also performing for
the first time in a faculty showcase
recital will be Paul Thompson,
flutist.
Returning faculty performers include Susan Kane, soprano; John
Schlabach. trumpet; Kay Gardner
Bates, mezzo-soprano; Randall
Black, tenor; Stephen Brown,
piano; John Dressler, horn; Marie
Taylor. piano and harpsichord;
Pamela Wurgler, soprano; Norman
Wurgler, tenor; Richard Scou,
piano; Scott Locke, clarinet; and
Scott Erickson. bassoon.
Composers featured among the
various chamber music ensembles
are Handel, Rirnsky-Korsakov,Sullivan, Purcell, Saint-Saens and
Shchedrin.
For more information about the
faculty showcase recital, contact
MSU's department of music at(502)
762-4288.

Volunteers needed
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center is looking for a few interested
people to help as volunteers for the
First Nation Dancers performances
on Saturday, Sept 21 and Sunday.
Sept. 22.
"Last year we had such a wonderful turnout from the public that our
small number of staff were overwhelmed, so we are asking for
volunteers to help us with the event
this year," said Becky Fye, assistant
director.
Fye explained that most of the
regular volunteers will be working
on-site that weekend as docents
[lecturers], and that the Ballard
County Disaster Emergency Service has agreed to help by directing
traffic throughout the weekend to
relieve parking congestion along
highways 51, 60 and 62.

The Murray Stale University
counseling and testing center will
hold a Conflict Resolution/Anger
Management workshop on Occ 7.
Jane Etheridge, director of the
women's =Mr and counselor, and
Tammy Hatfield, counselor, will be
holding the workshop from 12:30 to
1:30 p.m. in the Barkley Room of
the Curtis Center.
Through this program parucipants will have the opportunity to
learn or improve basic cornmunica-

Gathering to sign a proclamation for Adult Day Care Week are Murray Mayor
Bill Cherry (seated, left) and Calloway County Judge-Executive J.D. WlUlams
(seated, tight). They officially proclaimed September 15-21 as Adult Day Cars
Week In Murray and Calloway County. Also pictured (standing from left) are
Shared Care Adult Day Program Director Susan Plunkett, Assistant Director
of Home Care Services Kay Clark and Director of Horne Care Usa Payton.

Adult Day Care Week is
being observed this week

"Home Away From Home" is the
local theme for Adult Day Care
Fye noted that "none of the jobs
Week. Adult day programs provide
are hard and we don't expect anyone
Supervised activities, social interacto give up their entire weekend, tion and skilled nursing services for
however if someone is interested
senior adults and younger individuand can work for a few hours, that's
als needing specialized day care.
great!"
Such a local program is Shared
Volunteers are needed for several Care, which is Murray-Calloway
jobs, including set up/take down for County Hospital's adult day progeach day, on-site go-fers, taking ram. Shared Care is on the ground
advance sale tickets and setting up floor of Weaks Community Center,
the performers breakroom. Hours 607 Poplar Street.
and length of time needed for each
Shared Care provides families
of these jobs varies. Benefits of peace of mind, freedom from
volunteering includes free admis- round-the clock care, medical supsion for families to the perforport that families may not be able to
mances and personal satisfaction, provide, and services designed
to
Fye said.
help loved ones function at the
To volunteer or to obtain more highest possible level. Caregiver
s
information, call the Wickliffe can continue working while
conMounds Research Center at (502) serving financial
resources.
335-3681.
In many cases, the care provided
by Shared Care can delay the need
for nursing home placement until a
more appropriate time. We are
pleased to offer you quality care
exceeding the high standards required for licensing by the state of
Kentucky Cabinet for Human Resources.

John Mart Roberts, field representative for Woodmen of the World, presents
Steve Beshear, candidate for the U.S. Senate, with an American flag.
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The Murray State University Student Chapter of the American Society of Safety Engineers will present
their First Annual Stallion Classic
Golf Tournament.
The tournament will be held at
the Miller Memorial Golf Course on
Sept. 28 and will be played in a
four-man scramble format.
Fees include golf cart rental and
18 holes of golf. The winning team
will receive $160, with $100 going
to the runner-up. Awards will also
be given for the two players who
make shots closest to the pin and for
the player with the longest drive. A
hole-in-one on #18 wins a new truck

in observance of Adult Day Care
Week, Shared Care has several
activities scheduled:
On Wednesday, Sept. 18: Drug
Check Day - public is invited to
bring by their medication and speak
with health care personnel who can
answer any questions regarding
their medication from 1 to 3 p.m.
On Thursday, Sept. 19: Pamper
Yourself Day - beauticians and skin
care specialists will be available
from 1 to 3 p.m. for consultations,
hairstyling ideas, facials, manicures
or pedicures.
On Friday, Sept. 20: Music Day join us for some music appreciation
featuring MCCH Patient Outreach
Coordinator Jim Hage on guitar and
many other from 1 to 3 p.m.
Shared Care's staff has experience and expertise in nursing,social
work and rehab activities for clients
of any age. Exercise, nutrition,
group activities and cosmetology
are all part of the regular schedule
for participants. If you or someone
you know has a relative who could
benefit from the Shared Care program, take time to stop by and visit
the staff during this special week.

Jennifer L. Taylor of Murray
State University was named as one
of 50 Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society Scholarship
recipients for the 1996-97 academic
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An Adults Belong in College career can receive
help during the
(ABC) workshop for the adult or career session.
non-traditional student who is inter"Many adults have questions abested in learning more about attend- out careers," said Billie
Burton,
ing college is scheduled from 6 to 9 coordinator of
adult outreach at
p.m. on Tuesday, Oct. 1, in the MSU.
"Prospective adult students
Mississippi Room of the Curris who have attended
previous workCenter on the Murray State Univer- shops tell us the career
session is tne
sity campus.
most helpful part of the workshop."
Sponsored by Murray State UniReservations can be made by
versity, the workshop is designed calling Murray
State Center for
for people who have been out of Continuing
Education
and
school a number of years and are
Academic Outreach at (502) 762thinking of either beginning or 4150. Persons outside
of Calloway
returning to college to earn an County may call toll
free at 1-800undergraduate degree.
669-7654.
Presentations will be given on
The workshop is free, but befinancial aid, admissions proce- cause of limited space,
reservations
dures and tutoring serSices. Parti- must be,made by Monday,
Sept. 30.
cipants who are undecided about a
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John Douglas Williams
John Douglas Williams, 78, Center Street, Hazel,
died Monday,
Sept. 16, 1996, at 7:22 p.m. at Murray-Calloway County
Hospital.
An Army veteran of World War II, he was a member of
Hazel Baptist Church, Disabled American Veterans, and Veterans
of Foreign
Wars.
Born Jan. 21, 1918, at Golden Pond, he was the son of
the late
Perry Douglas Williams and Mary Gordon Williams.
Two sisters,
Mrs. Mauie Tuggle and Mrs. Kittle Brister, and one brother,
Bobby
Joe Williams, also preceded him in death.
Survivors include three sisters, Mrs. Juanita Sparks and
husband,
Bob, Murray, Mrs. Frances Mattingly and husband, Hubert,
Owensboro, and Mrs. Dorris Myers and husband, Bill, Paducah;
several
nieces and nephews.
Graveside services will be Thursday at 10:30 a.m. at Murray
City
Cemetery. The Rev. R.J. Burpoe will officiate.
Friends may call from 5 to 8:30 p.m. Wednesday at
BlalockColeman & York Funeral Home.

Mrs. Bobbie Orr West

Mrs. Bobbie Orr West, 94, Hazel, died Sunday, Sept. 15,
1996, at
Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
She was in active life long member of Hazel Baptist
Church.
Her husband, Henry J. West, died in May 1985. Born
Aug.
28,
for the golfer.
1902, she was the daughter of the late Judson Orr and Maude
Barton
Tournament fees are $30 per
On.
person for community members and
Survivors include one daughter, Mrs. Rachel W. Shannon and
hus$22 per person for MSU students. band, Robert, Memphis, Tenn.; one son, Calvin
0. West and wife,
All proceeds will be donated to
Edyth, New Orleans, La.; one sister, Ms. Marelle Orr,
Hazel; five
the Disaster Emergency Service.
grandchildren, Susan West Richardson and Janie West, Nashville
,
Checks for tournament fees or donaTenn., Dennis West, Los Angeles, Calif., Dan West, New
Orleans,
tions should be made payable to tthe
La., and Melanie Shannon Graves, Middleton, Tenn.;
five greatMurray State University ASSE and
grandchildren.
sent to the Department of OccupaThe funeral will be Wednesday at 11 a.m. in the chapel of
Miller
tional Safety and Health, P.O. Box
Funeral Home of Hazel. The Rev. James Garland, former pastor
of
9; Murray, KY 42071-0009. For
Hazel Baptist Church, will officiate.
more information or for a registraPallbearers will be Gerald Ray, Rodney Ray, Douglas Ray, Dan
tion form, contact Shane Nance at West, Jesse Fox and Danny Graves,
active; Gerald Paschall, Elisha
(502)762-3628 or Kevin Wallace at Taylor, Willie Owen Vinson,
Buster Paschall, Clarice Wilson and J.V.
(502) 762-3622, or fax information
Hill, honorary. Burial will follow in Hazel Cemetery.
requests to (502) 762-3630.
Friends may call at the funeral home from 6:30 to 8:30 p.m.
tonight
(Tuesday).

Taylor named recipient
of society scholarship

Our Best Investment Is You.
1411.1.7 W I roes, iflir

lion skills duu we necessary for
conflict resolution and will learn
ways to recognize and effectively
deal with anger so that it does not
impede the process ofconflict resolution.
This workshop is a free service
offered to MSU students, faculty
and staff. For more information or
to sign up for the workshop, please
call Etheridge or Hatfield at (502)
762-6851.

Workshop offered to non-traditional
students interested in attending college

First Stallion Classic Golf
Tournament to be Sept. 28

/I
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year. Beta Gamma Sigma International Honor Society in Business
recently awarded the $1,000 scholarships to outstanding Beta Gamma
Sigma members.
Taylor is a senior majoring in
business administration at Murray
State. Selected by her local Beta
Gamma Sigma chapter, Taylor and
the other 49 winners were chosen
based on their academic achievements, leadership and community
service activities.
Membership in Beta Gamma
Sigma is available to business majors who rank in the upper seven
percent of the junior class, the upper
10 percent of the senior class or the
upper 20 percent of the graduating
master's class and who are enrolled
at institutions where the business
program is accredited by the American Assembly of Collegiate Schools
of Business (AACSB). While almost 300,000 students received bachelor's or master's degrees in business each year, only about 15,000
students are elected to lifetime
membership in Beta Gamma Sigma.
Beta Gamma Sigma was founded as
a national organization in 1913
through the merger of three separate
societies established to honor
academic achievement in business.
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George Frederick Backer
Mrs. Irene C. Backer
The joint funeral service for George Frederick Backer, 85, and his
wife, Irene C. Backer, 85, will be Wednesday at 1 p.m. in the chapel
of Roth Funeral Home, Paducah. The Rev. Lynn Shurley will officiate. Burial will follow in Oak Grove Cemetery, Paducah.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 5 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mr. and Mrs. Backer, Paducah, died Saturday, Sept. 14, 1996, from
injuries sustained in a car-truck accident about 11:20 a.m. at Highways 641 North and 464 in Calloway County.
They were both born Oct. 26, 1910, and were members of First Presbyterian Church, Paducah.
He was the son of the late George A. Backer and Sophie Mae Hummel Backer. She was the daughter of the late Millard Cloyd and Sarah Henry Cloyd.
They are survived by one daughter, Mrs. C. Ann Wortham, Paducah; two grandchildren, Donna Ann Gibbs, Lexington, and Donald K.
Wortham Jr., Mayfield. Mr. Backer's sister, Mrs. Catherine Moody,
Paducah, also survives.
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Mrs. Ernestine Knight
The funeral for Mrs. Thelma Ernestine Wallace Knight will be
Wednesday at 10 a.m. in the chapel of Goodwin Funeral Home, Cadiz.
The Rev. Harry G. Lewis and the Rev. Ronnie Sivells will officiate.
Burial will follow in Matheny Cemetery in Land Between the Lakes.
Friends may call at the funeral home after 4 p.m. today (Tuesday).
Mrs. Knight, 77, Cadiz, died Saturday, Sept. 14, 1996, at 8:35 p.m.
at Pinecrest Manor, Hopkinsville.
Survivors include two daughters, Mrs. Jo Ann Shoemaker, Murray,
and Mrs. Diane Banister, Trigg County; six sons, John W. Knight,
Prince George County, Va., Thomas Ray Knight, Cumberland City,
Tenn., Charles Knight, Romulus, Mich., Harold Knight and Butch
McElwain, Trigg County, and Nicky McElwain, Silsbee, Texas; 18
grandchildren; 12 great-grandchildren; several nieces and nephews.
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ALTERATIONS. Ruth's
See & Sew. 7534681
ENJOY a message and reMove pain, release stress,
relax mind and body Cail
Dave or Terri at Massage
To You, 7 days 10a-10P,
753 3801 Housecalls
Available!

HOUSE of Clothes, now
open Mon-Set,9lo 5,Sun 1
b 5 Nice consignment clothing $1 00 Buys mons,
women, duidren jeans,
sweaters, sweat shirts,
dresses. 13 Wes from
Murray on Hwy 464 Call
489-2243 or 753-6981

Feature Of The Week

Bedding
pc
$49"
he mesa

Bottled Willpower!
Lose Oil
up to JV Lbs.
30 Day Money
Bac* Guarantee'
Natural, Doctor
Recommended

PURDOM
Furniture&Mattress
Downtown Murray

19% MEDICARE
INFORMATION

753.4872

060
tisE
Wanted

502-251-2800
FREE Pregnancy Tests
Litigious. 753-0700

P sie

ATLAS Transmissicn now
hiring experienced transmission builder. Apply in
person, 400 N 4th St, Murray, KY or call 759-5000
ask for Paul.
AVON sales $8-$15/hr No
door to door. No mm order.
18yrs+ 1-800-827-4640
Ind/set/rep

Medicare supplement
insurance is now
slenderized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, Of your
insurance,
must pay has been
increased to $736 in
1996.
Fur more information
call:

CHILD cars worker, part
Pie in 2yr old doss. Must
be 18 and able b work
flexible hours. CM Tiny
Hearts School. 753-4181.
CLERKS needed. Apply in
person at ChakMart, formerly Gallimore's Fruit
Stand, Hazel

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY

COMPUTER Users
Needed Work own hours
520k to $50k/yr
1-800-348-7186 x 486

753-4199
or nationwide
1-X00-455-4199
'ow 34ts yew of WM!'

DAY shift help wanted
Apply at Dutch Essenhaus
Caletena 753-2334

Part-Ttse & Fall-T1se

DELI HELP
NEEDED

Phone Jacks Installed •
• Ea. Additional Jack
VODAVI Saks & Service
New 19_. Used Business Phone Systitii
:::

TELEPHONE

tin

Apply se persois at

ELECTRONICS

753-7567

company needs service
technician. Experience a
plus_ Must have electronics
and mechanical background. Send resume ao
.0.Eiox 938, Benton, KY
42025.
HOSTESS, waitress, cook,
prap-cook. Apply in person,
9ani- 1 tem Of 2prn-4pm,
Mon-Set. H.R.H Dumplin's,
306 So 12th St, Murray,
KY.

Beddin
g
Wiggins Furniture

V

ROUTE deiei.
time

,

9

full

aid
fe•x 528, Mur42071

SALESPERSON/ CUSTOMER SERVICE Part
time position. Color Bazaar
Decorating in Benton is
looking for the right person
to help us serve our customers Contact Shannon
Chambers
•t
502-527-9012
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& Childcare
CHILD care service offered. CaN Nancy or Karin,
753-3193 References
available
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable. Call
Linda 759-9553
HOME and office cleaning
New construction, daily,
weekly, special cleaning
References Ph Valerie,
759-5021

.
* ....
767-0508
.
.
OM MN

=1imi ME OM MitEM

MIMS

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies
have an alternate plan ofcare that may
pay for care in your own home if you
would otherwise have to go to the
nursing home.
Everyone would rather stay at
home if possible and now we may be
able to provide the money under the
alternate plan of care!
CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4100 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

150
Articles
Fee Sale
6x10x6 high enclosed utility
trailer. $850 obo

DEER HUNTER'S SPECIAL Deer Chow, Deer
PART time manager Blocks
Deer Co Cain,
needed for apt. complex in Stump Likker, automatic
Murray. Resume to. 1315 feeders, etc!! Come see
full
Sharon Grove Rd, @Man, line at
Farmers Farmacy,
KY 42220 Equal EmployDixieland Center
ment Opportunity

- %cross from
NIumorial Gardens

Frce Heliivr
II fur.. (411it‘

WE buy Army Surplus
759-4490

ble hours. Local area
1-313-927-2803.

11. 641

open

USED dog houses rabbit
hutches & cages
436 2953.

750-9932
NEED babysiniar in my AIR Fresheners Commerhome or yours, preferrably cial quality now
available
yours. At least 3 references for homes. starting at $6 50
a must. Reasonable rates. per month
Save on potCall 753-0640, ask for Kelly pouri and candles. Calf
or leave message, atter Shawnee Air Systems,
3Pot
502-753-9094
PART Time. 610.25/hr COMIC book collection,
Rate TV Movies for Media $1,000 value,
sell for $400
Research Company Flexi- obo. After 5pm, 753-2501.

st1111/41%, COM

to-nittire

BALDWIN Electronic
Grand Piano, MIDI capable Full size keyboard.
Never needs tuning, excellent condition, $1000.
753-5778

ANTIQUES by the pace or
210
collecsons 753-94-33 day
or
night
.
0TH
DRIVERS
illeosbeassue
STRAIGHT TALK... Thera ANTIQUES Entire estates
what youll hear from us or 1 piece Call Larry Elkins RAINBOW vacuums. New,
Joeff Transportation has a 492-8646 days 753-1418 rebuilt, repossessed. Also
many used vacs. Call
lot to often! Calf us at evenings
1-800-873-5653 (Mon
759-2454
8em-Sat noon)
CASH for GI JOE toys, old
270
or new 753-7185
EARN $350/wk Pan ems
Now hiring mystery shop- CASH paid for good, used
Noose Fer Sole
pers for local stores Free riles shotguns, and pis12x72,
tols
2BR, gas furnace,
Benson
Sporting
products 1-317-786-6009
Goods, 519 S 12th needs minor repairs
GROWING office products Murray
767-9241 Make offer

PI
l'a rt-

Woe
To Big

Owen's Food
Market

ray,

Telephone Sales it Service

USED computers, bought
and sold 767 0858

I Will sit with the elderly
Call 753-4590 for
information

WILL do housecleaning.
Available Mon-Thurs References available Call
753-4538

759-2248
HOUSE trailer & 4x4 truck

for sale 753 6544
LX 178 John Deere lawn
tractor, 15hp 2cyl, liquid

cool New in May 96
489 2360
MOTORCYCLE helmets,
work boots, camouflage
clothing for all ages Guns
& Ammo Jerry's Sporting
Goods, Mayfield, KY
502 247 4704
MURATEC M4500 plain
paper fax & copy machine
Includes 5 roils of donor
film $700 value, asking
$300 (3 months old) Call
759-5150 anytime
NICE car dolly, $600 Call
753-2905 or 753-7536
OVER CROWDED SALE!
Building material & other
misc. merchandise on the
floor & in our way We newt
to sale it BAD! For a deal
come and see us Paschal
Salvage, 'A 'nitro from
Hazel on 641 498-8064.
SEE us for your barn or roof
metal. Cut to length.
Cover's 36 inches, many
colors. Economy Metal &
Supply Co. 489-2722.

Appaloosa
NEW electric Magic Chef
stove $250 753-7287
160

Now
flumatilage

090
PEE°.
Waded
CARPENTER seeks full
time employment in
Murray/ Western Ky area,
6yrs experience & ref Cal
after 4 30 753-2829

LOVESEAT, foot stools, 2
chairs All matching (71000S,
759-9570
QUEEN size waterbed
Good condition, $125

753-7433
230

tOn
OWEN
OPPfillunall
ATTENTION Investors! 3
Duplexes on 10 acres 2 to
3 years old Very nice Absolute bargain at $189,000
502-376-2025
COSMETOLOGY School
for sale Well estebished in
business for 42 years, still
in operation Business wiN
need to be relocated
502-753-4723 Days, M-F,
502-436-5673 nights $
weekends.

Spoils
Effilkffiloal

place, central IVa. Must be
moved, $6000 obo.
345-2742
14x70, CHAMPION, memorial siding, completely remodeled inside end out.
ONLY $899500 Gateway
Mobile Homes, Benton,
KY. Ph 502-527-1427.
1983 FLEETWOOD,
14x60, 2tx, 1 bath on renal
lot, 5 miles north of Murray.
Al appliances, $9000. CaN
753-8634
1983 FLEETWOOD, 2br,
bath, central heat $ air,
appliances, $7500.
502-378-2029.
1985 LASER, 14x70, 2br, 2
baths, central h/a, located
between Murray & Mayfield
on Calloway County line
road, east 2'4 miles. Reduced from $12,000 to
$10,000. Must be moved
753-6000
1997, 28x52 DOUI3LEWIDE, 3 bedroom, 2 baths,
blue decor with lots of
closets, large utility room, a
real beauty for ONLY

$37,900 with central sir and
skirbng. Lakeland Quality
Homes,641 N, Benton, KY.
Ph 502-527-5253.
1907, BELMONT 16x80 4
bedroom, 2 bath, blue decor, with central air & skirting for only $24,900. Northgate Mobile Homes, 88
Main St, Benton, KY. Ph
502-527-1362
38R, 14 bath, mobile
home on good lot Wilson
Realty, 753-5086.
'96 ATLANTIC mobile
home. Loaded, 3 bedroom,
2 bath, am/fm cass. radio
built-in, all wood cabinets
and tiled trim Real nice.
753-1186.
.1997, BELMONT, 16x80,
3 bedroom, 2 bath with
beige carpet glamour bath,
including central air and
underpinning for ONLY
$25,500. See at Nonhgide
Mobile Homes, Benton,
KY. Ph 502-527-1362.

COMPLETELY remodeled
14x65, 2br, 2 full baths, set
up on rented lot, $8750
753-6012
LIKE new 1995 Buccaneer,
3br, 2 bath, BANK REPO
with many extras, including
glamour bath & central air
Only $500 down & low
monthly payments See
Bargain Home Center in
Pans 901-644-1176
NEW 16 wide Clayton, 2
bedroom.2baths, for LESS
than $20,000 Where she
can you buy so much for so
little? Gateway Mobile
Homes, Benton, KY Ph
502-527-1427

SPECIAL, 16x80 Southridge, 4 bedroom, 2 bath,
while cabinets end beautiful decor, must see this one
at this low price of $25,500
GUNS, buy sell trade Includes central air end
skirting Lakeland Quality
436-5650
Homes, Benton, KY Ph
SKI MACHINE Cal after 6, 502-527-5253
759-9839
260
210
Mak
Nowa Far Rset
Fireweed
2 OR 3814, gas or electric,
A-FIREWOOD for sale central tVa Edge of city
437-4667
limits 753-5209
BNB Firearms has moved
to town, 767-9744 Pistols,
rifles, shotguns, hunting
supplies

33x50 SHOP, 12h overhead door & reg door, gas
heat Period of workshop,
car dean-up or storage,
$200trno. Located behind
Allison photography Cal
753-8809,
48F1'x4Oh Meek buidrig
Insulated, new paint inside
& out, gas hest_ Locoed
406 Sunbury Circle. See
Carlos Black at Blacks Decorating Center or call,
753-0639 or 438-2935
641 STORAGE available

now 753-5585
DOWNTOWN upstairs office space on Court
Square Rent $95. Includes
14x70, 28R, 2 bath, fire- utilities 753-1266.

CLOSE-OUT SALE 'N'
SAVE THOUSANDS!
Huge discounts on all 1096
models New 1907's arrivSTRAW for sale. $1 75 per ing! If you're Tired of renting
bale. Ph 489-2436, if no or pushy salespeople Exanswer leave message.
periencing some Credit
USED furniture & ap- problems. Wanting that
pliances Washer, dryers, special home with affordref, ranges air cond., Ns. able monthly payments.
Wood chairs, chest, dress- Needing a low down payers, desk lamps, student ment, c/h&a, appliances,
desk. George Hodge, 806 delivered & set up. CM or
come by Best Home Can
Coldwater Rd.
ter, 211 W. Main St, CentWASHER/ dryer, 5mos old, den, TN
38320_
$350 obo Pioneer stereo 901-584- 2009. Mention
system /500 obo Many this ad & We'll make your
other items 436-2172
lit house payment for you!!
155

2 LARGE storage buildings
for rent in town 492-6175

NORTHWOOD Storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or
753-7536

FOR sale, * old Arab BEAUTIFUL 51x, 3 bath,
said. 753-5883.
formal DR, *go great
room with Ilre6aoe in SW
RED Sarum Bull. RamoVilla Subdivision Appt
na* priced. 492-8723.
only No RealIont please!
753-8771
360
BRICK, Southwest Marshall Co 4BR, 2 bath,
2400eq ft, large deli and
BLUE Healer/ Australian carport, $8 5 000
Shepherd puppies, Oaks 502-527-9688
old, $35/ea 753-454$
EXCEPTIONAL 3br, 2
DACHSHUND mix pup- bath, one owner, brick
pies, lOwks old, strong Many extras, good neighdachshund characteristics. borhood in Msyfield (hinds
Mother full blooded, 3 fe- 502-247-8954 Barclay
male, 3 male, $500ea. Really
753-8819.
FIRST time on to market
DOG obedience dams or 3I3R, 2 bath, kitchen with
pnvate Serving Murray 14 lots of cabinets & built in
years 436-2858
desk & dining area. Extra
fireFREE kiaen o pod home. large family room with
Sunroom
plitoe
&
gas
logs
Yellow, while & cute, kitten
to deck, ceiling
is female We will pay to opening
tans, landscaped & extra
have her spayed.
lot New natural gas heat &
759-4657.
air Call 753-5121.

38R brick, 2 baths, garage,
gas central Ws Good loombon in oity. No manors
deems Ph 753-1770
48R, 2 bath bowlike dder
brick home wilh garage &
fireplace, $90's Coleman
RE, 753-9898
LOCATED approximately 5
midge from beautful Ky
Lake, tucked away lust off
Hwy 94 in private setting
This 4br, 24 bath home
built in '94 features over
211100sq ft of area 2 5 Acres
with additional acreage
mailable Home features
large custom kitchen. &operate living room/ den, fire
pia:e, large master wee
Contact Rich at Kopperud
Realty, 753-1222 tor addslion& inforrnaeon oonoeming W583000582

NEAR completion, 1600aq
ft home in Preston Heights
430
FRESH on the market This 38R, 2 bath, 2 car garage,
OFFICE space for lease,
well built 3br, 2 bath home, rice kitchen with oak caReel
Walnut Plaza, 104 N 51h St
conveniently localed near binets, breakfast area, oak
EWE
753-8302 or 753-9621
major shopping area, floor in dining room_ Great
11 ACRE farrn. 435-5733. tucked sway just off So room w/fireplece, master
20 ACRES w/house, 5 12111 St in very private set- bedroom has whirlpool tub
miles east of Murray. Po- ting_ This listing features, Brick front, 14x16 deck Pr
tential development area 28x28 detached garage/ iced to sell Cal for appointworkshop, 18x28 covered ment 489-2054
1,2,380 apts. Furnished, 502-527-0671
very nice near MSU. No HALEY Appraisals Bob storage, patio, fileplac,e NEW, 2 story. Sty, 2.4
and over 2,000sq ft of living baths Open foyer, colpets
7 5 3 - 1 2 5 2 Haley, state certified
area. Immediate posses- umns, tile floors, etc, etc
days,753-0606 after 5pni. 750-4218
sion possibie. Contact Rich City subdivision Ready to
1BR furnished, all utilities KOPPERUD Realty has at Kopperud Realty, sea. 759-2571, 435-4013,
included. Pasture & barn buyers waiting to purchase 753-1222, for your showing 435-4040.
space available. No pea. homes-all price ranges_ If of MLS8 3000738.
home almost com435-4236.
you are thinking of selling- JUST completed 3br, 2 NEW
plete. 3 bedroom, 2 bait
19R, low utilities, reference contact one of our courte- bath home 6 miles north of 1400 sq. ft with carport
& deposit required. No ous and professional Murray. Master bedroom locale:1 in East-Y subdivipets, $225/mo 753-3949. agents at 753-1222 or stop has double French doors sion. 753-7001.
by office at 711 Main St Mister bath has tiled whirl1 OR 2br apts. near downpool tub. Living room has SECLUDED CABIN, Ky
town Murray. 753-4109.
415
French door, plus gee log Lake on 3 acres, 2br, fire
fireplece. Dining room has piaoe, private dock, heat &
Lies
28R apt, partially furnPsairty'
bay windows also 'operate air 575-3408 leave
ished, $250/mo. Call
breakfast nook, 3641 front rn111811106
767-9037.
EXCELLENT investment/.
porch & double garage.
28R duplex in Westwood, deveioprnent property 47 Many more extras youll
Lots bordering Ft. Heiman
$350/mo. 759-4406
rarely find in a home in this
.170
development, dose to Cy- price ramie. Low 90's- Call
213R duplex in Puiyear. press Springs.
Heavily 753-2592.
Stove, refrig, storage. wooded,
$33,500. Pnoe
Available Oct 1st or before.
neg. Owner financing
$350/mo, deposit required.
3BR, 3 bath brick, 16x16 DEER hunters special.
753-0033 alter 6:30pm.
No pets 901-782-3495.
deck, 16x20 block building. Honda 165S, 3-wheeler,
I Have a lake lot, MI trade Fenced backyard. College new tires, large rack. Just
38R duplex, central gas
fqr a pontoon boat 25' or Farm Rd. 753-8723, Price serviced, great shape.
heat. 1808 Monroe, loinger,
753-7237.
$6000-$6500 reduced.
$400/mo. Deposit & lease range.
753-5690
CM 753-9621.
410
EXTRA nice duplex, 2br, 1
Las
bath, washer, dryer, disFar Ssis
hwasher. Central h/a, deck,
garage. No pets. Leas. &
deposit required. 3 HUGE corner lots in Preston Heights, 500 feet from
753-5719.
city limits. All underground
HILLDALE Apes now taking city utilities. 753-2339
appbcaltans for 1,2, & 3br
apes Handicap accessible. EXTRA large lot in GatesApply at Hildale Apts office borough subdivision. SecMonday-Friday, 7:30-3:30. luded, wooded setting.
Located Behind
Equal Housing Opportun- 753-4573.
On Duiguid Drive
ity, 437-4113. TDD MURRAY Estates. Starting
1-800545-1833 X287
at $18,000 Great location
KENTUCKY Lake, Lake- for now & the future.
land Wooly Village, lbr 5 0 2 - 4 3 5 - 4 4 8 7 ,
apartment, utilities in- 904-673-0040.
cluded, rent based on in- SOUTH of Murray in Green
come.628 older, or handi- Plains Subdivision. Nice '4
cap & disabled. Equal acre building lots with
Housing Opportunity
prices beginning at $7,000/
502-354-8888.
single or $12,500 for 2 lots.
LUXURY apt for rent. Large Municipal water, subdivi213r, 2 bath on Hwy 68, sion restrictions. Contact
between Jonathan Creek Kopperud. 753-1222.
and Auroro Close to lake. TWO custom building sites
Cal 474-2774 or 354-8824 in the country, 3 miles east
of downtown Murray Both
3+ acres Paved frontage
NEW in country, 1 br effiroad. Shared well Reciency,$270/mo plus depostricted Owner finance
sit No pets. Completely
possible. Cal 753-5231
furnished. 436-2722, 8-6.

tr's

* NOW OPEN *

AAA Mini
Storage

753-8359 or 759-9854

Part-time help needed in
circulation dept.
Approximately 25-30
hours per week.
Apply at business office
between 8 a.m.-12 noon
Murray Ledger & Times
1001 Whitnell Ave.

VERY nice 2br, 2 bath duplex with garage. Appliances furnished, w/d
hookup, central gas h/a,
$525/mo, 1 yr lease, 1
month deposit No pets.
753-2905, 753-7536

acn
Fairs
Per Sala
23 ACRES, well, septic &
concrete drive, $45,000.
753-2534 after 5pin
160

330
EINE
FE Real

Roam
For Salo

PRIVATE rooms, share
kitchen, private entrance.
Shown by appointment
only. 759-9186 if no answer
leave message

1300S0 ft house, 24x30
shop on 2 7 acres, acipining 4 lane on Van Cleave
Rd, $45,000 753-4525
2YR old home,4 miles from
town, 3br, 2 lull baths, 2 car

310
Houses
For Raid
28R, 1 bath, central h/a,
appNances furnished Aiso
2-3br duplex Coleman RE
753-9896
313R, 2 bath waterfront
home, yearly lease_ Available 10/1. Call 753-9307
sitar 5pon.
38R, 2 bath in Panorama
Shores w/dock, large garage & carport No pets
474-8430
ifir
FN RON
Or LON*
CREEKVIEW Set storage
warehouses on Center
Drive behind Shoney's
$20-$40Imo 759-40111

garage Large lot and kits of
extras 753-4761
413R, 2 bath brick utility
roan, central h/a, with apphonons 1850sci ft living
space, 2 car garage with
paved driveway. Bedrooms
large with walk-In closets &
large living room. Fenced
patio, nicely lendecaped,
large lot. Kept very nice.
753-0509 ME
O.
.....•••4•1=1•1•1111411•*.-.1111Ma....

YOUR AD
COULD BE
HERE
CALL
753-1916

IMMEDIATE
POSITION AVAILABLE
Advertising Sales Representative
Full-time sales position available for a highly,

self-motivated individual. Must have a dependable means of transportation. Excellent
benefits include health and dental insurance,
paid holidays, paid vacation, sick days and
gas allowance.
Send Of drop otf resume to:
Murray Lodger & Times
1001 Whttnell Ave., Murray, KY 42071

HOW
TO TALK TO
1,000,000
KENTUCKIANS
It you have something to ;ell. hare's the way to make your voice
hood It's the Kinitscity Statewide Clamfied Network
For 5175, you caw place $ 25- word ad in 110 Kerma*y
remarc
ereerepepos with a potential audience of woo. than 1.000.000
Veva sold everything from entersa to elation wsgons Preen
wool Wildly to sewing siatildesso.
Cameo las newspeper her Moils Titer
nody to sell

KENTUCKY STATEWIDE
CLASSIFIED NETWORK

5

10

MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES

Used
Cow

TUESDAY

SEPTEMBER 17

I"

1996

asMassa

Imale

Swaim
awed

1994 CHEVROLET ex
sanded omb 4 Orel *ma
red an intoner, heeded
Excellent Gond 47xxx
males 753-2125

Special Heart Walk
to be held Sept. 28

1996, 30' AIRSTREAM 1967, WAFT
- AUTO LOANS—
Reran'
Cutter moor horns Base- pontoon 115hp Cruiser CUSTOM BUILT wooden COUNTERTOPS, *Lamborn
sues dealer will arraougai
Mercury decks & fencing Esc/Went
ment
mortal
with incredible mow 1996 tandem Wager
tInanerei ever; it ow
workmanship Affordable Homes, Wailers, offices
Nonage capacity 460 Fowl Loeded with ogees,
Wilt's Recovery. Murray
have boon turned loonies
kit kir rates 753-7880
dam 'A' chasm. 20dtx nitur•,
betor• Loans .1,04bie
436-5660
$
7
5
0
0
tor no credit b4ci credal
Get out the walking shoes and
miles Every available op- 502-782-2700 days
making a great contribution to this
or CUSTOM bulldozing and MARK'S Lawn
and bankruptcy buyers
& Land- prepare to participate in the Healthy
tion. Showroom condlaon 502442-9211 nights
backhos work, septic eye
community.'
Call R0111502/ 753-41151
966-10 PICKUP loaner, and ell under warranty
scaping
.
Pree••
••a
Isms 354 8161 after 4pm
Choice: American Heart Walk for
21xxx miss 492-8604 at'auk* tor sale. 713-6228
Must sell, $55,000
Norms Shots,
the American Heart Association on
Participants may ask their friends
753-41“
,
elem
502-4362163
CUSTOM tilling grader
Saturday morning Sept. 28 at 9:30 and co-workers for a flat donation
1963 MERCEDES diesel
black, work. bushhogging
MORRIS Mobile Home a.m., sponsored by Ryan Milk, The
for walking the course. They collect
135xvi miss 1966 Audi,
Gerald Carroll- owner
Movers Licensed & In- Murray-Calloway County
the contributions and turn them in
Al Al A TREE SERVICE,
Hospital
76ux miles Owner anew,
,
502 402 6159
sured Phone 767-9630
stump removal, tree Spray
before the walk starts. In 1995,
and Pacesetter.
ing 759-4118
int hedge trimming, landNEED
a
airway
200,000
"Health
?
y
walkers raised more than
Choice
Call
America
n
Heart
1085 PONTIAC 6000,
scaping, mulch hauling & AFFORDABLE quality 753-2827 We do all types
Walk is a fund-raising event to $14 million to help fund the fight
white, 95xxx miles
mulch spreading, gutter building you'l be proud of or construction Specielize
753-6770 leave message
against heart disease and stroke
damning. Licensed & in- Additions, remodeling, cus- in houses, remodeling. benefit the American Heart Assosured. Full line of equip- tom woodwork, roofing, decks, porches, garages. ciation's research support and edu- (brain attack), which together kill
1989 JEEP Cherokee, gdr.
ment Free @gametes The vinyl siding, decks, por- concrete, trim and other cational and community services
more Americans than any other
2wd, 6cyl, 4 Pew, HD towCars Custom Vans, and Vans For Moving
Lamb
436-5744, ches, fences and home re- odd lobs
programs to help fight heart disease cause. "Our walkers who walked
ing pl.g $7200 436-2545
"Don't Let The Name Fool You"
1404468-62112.
pair Free Estimates
after 5pm and weekends.
last year raised eight-thousand dolPLUMBING repairs, fast — our nation's #1 killer," said Jen767-9268
112 So 12th Murray, KY 42071
me Harcourt, Director of the West- lars," Harcourt said. "This year OW
A-1 Tree professionals.
service 436-5256
199CTFORD Escort 2dr, red
Slump removal, tree sprayern Region for the American Heart goal is to raise ten-thousand dol&gray intenor. 4ogl. &ADPhone: 753-6910
ing, serving Murray, Callo- DAVID'S Cleaning Ser- PLUMBING Repair All Association. "It is also
mak, ern/1m gismo, 63xxx
an educa- lars."
types plumbing repair.
Daily, Weekly or Month!, Rates
way County since 1980. vices -Cleaning vinyl sidmiles. good clean car.
tional
Sally Hopkins, chairperson for
event,
R•ason
which
able
stresses
rates,
ing,
the
homes,
mobile
homes,
Free estimates 437-3044
$3100 obo 753-3722 alter
benefits of an active lifestyle. Parti- the Calloway County American
boats, brick driveways, 502-437-4546
492-8737
or
5P411
parlung Lots, all exterior R & R ELECTRI
Heart Walk, said the theme incorC Mobile cipants and spectators will learn
A & A Lawn Case, mowing, cleaning, acid cleaning
1990 Taurus 01, 6 way
home hookup, new con- how regular exercise helps the
porated
for this year's walk highhauling, tree trimming. available David Borders,
power seals, pee, loaded,
struction, rewiring, trouble heart. While it's unlikely that exerlights memorials and honorariums
Free Estimates Mark Insured, Completely Mo$2900 753-3622
0
shooting & repairs. Free cise alone will
prevent heart dis- for those who have been victims of
Lamb 436-5791
bile Phone 502-759-4734
estimates fast service. Call
1991 HONDA Accord EX,
ease,
a
sedentar
CUSTOS' KITCHEN CABINETS
Cellular
502-853y
lifestyle may in- cardiovascular disease. "Anyone
1108
anytime
AU. around hauling. junk
Murray,
sunroof. Sip, 72xxx miles.
CuSTOSi WoODwORKiNG
crease the risk of heart attack." can pledge their support either by
clean up, cleaning out D.COLSON ROOFING All 762-0001
Great condition, $9500.
All Types Of:
The event, which is a 5-mile walk
walking or through purchasing a
sheds, gutters, tree work. WO* guaranteed We are
753-1326
SEAMLESS gutters inCustom Woodworking
Free estimates Joe Lamb licensed, better check with
that begins and ends at the Murray
paper heart in memory or honor of a
stafied,
residentia
l Of corn1992 WHITE Geo Prism
436-2967
us before you decide
Middle School, will begin with loved one or friend afflicted by
eternal, Serv all Gutter Co
winavy interior Good con
Phone
calls
are
tree
Kitche
n
& Bath Cabinets
registration at 8:30 a.m. Associate cardiovascular disease — a hand753-6433
ALL carpentry 15yrs exp.,
neon. towy moles, $6,000
• Drop by and See our showroom
foundabons, slabs, sidew- 559-3694
written message can be included on
sponsors of this event include: Conobo Call 753-5798
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
40a SuNauRY siuRH•of (Behind Bunny Bread)
alks, driveways, buildings, FOUR Star Mobile Home,
this
tinue
heart," she said. "We hope to be
Care
Home
Health
Removal
Agency,
Insured
with hill
1994 DODGE Intrepid,
5040
remodeling, repairs, AGC parts & SOfV1013 Evedock
able
lone of equipment Free es- HT Marketing, Peoples Bank, and
to display a'line of hearts a mile
$10,500 obo 437-4205
certified 489-2214.
vinyl underpining. lifetime timates Day or
night, Peoples First. Along the walk, water
wide' —our goal is to equal the
warranty,
1994 FORD Taurus GL,
tan,
beige,
white,
753-5484
ANTIQUE refinishing, furspan of one mile in contribution
stations will be provided by spon$10,500 obo 437-4205
niture repair & custom grey 492-8488
THE Gutter Co Seamless sors: Four Rivers Clinical Research,
dollars.
"
wocOworking. 753-8066.
85 MAZDA 626 Touring
G & E Plumbing repairs
aluminum gutters, variety and Paschall Truck Lines, Inc.
Harcourt encourages everyone in
for
Sedan Needs motor Beat
Free
estimates
492-8680
of colors Licensed, in- the
APPLIANCE REPAIRS.
the community to participate in this
walkers.
offer After 5pm, 474-2033sured Estimate available
Factory trained by 3 map( or 759-5613
Central Heating & Cookng Service & Installation
fund-raising event. "During 1994,
Briggs
&
Stratton
,
The
Fifth
759-4690
manufact
urers.
All work GUTTERS cleaned & re'85 PONTIAC Trans Am,
Quality Contractor Network Heat Pump Installer
Third Bank, Holman Heart Clinic, 147 citizens of Calloway County
and parts warranted. Ask paired No job too small
white, t-tops, power winWALTER'S Contracting,
Republic Bank, Roy's Home Medi- died from cardiovascular dise-ase,
for Andy at The Appliance 527-7380
dows, 305 V8, 90xxx,
Gerald Walters, owner.
Works, 753-2455.
$2,000 obo 753-6465 or
this actually accounts for forty-six
Vinyl siding, painting, cal, Taylor Bus Sales, and The
AMERICAN
leave message
Medicin
percent of all deaths in Calloway
e
Shoppe
decks,
are
APPLIA
sponsori
additions
NCE
,
ng
roofing,
REPAIR. HAND YWORK/odd jobs
NO STANDARD
••••••,•
•
20yrs experience, free esti- the start/finish line. The Route Sign
Kenmore, Westinghouse, wanted No job too small
County," she said. "I truly believe if
86 PLYMOUTH Caravel.
Whirlpool 30+ years ex- Just give us a call
mates 753-2592.
like new, all power, new
Sponsors are: Hilliard Lyons, we all work together we can make a
perience
BOBBY 759-1184
tires $460 Down $209 per
Hopkinsville Federal, JC Penney, difference in dollars generated to
WEST
Ky
Electrical
MainNClwuNK
HOPPER, 436-5848
rno, taxes included Bank
help our community re-search efforts
HOMETOWN Building arid tenance and Construction, Inc., Kenlake Foods,New Car Dealruptcy, Bad Credit Of No
Murray, Ky.
Residential, agricultural, er's Associat
(502) 435-4699
BACKI40E Service - ROY Remodeling We do it all
for
the American Heart Associaion,
Rolling Hills
Credit, Most Quality WilHILL Septic system, drive- Licensed, Insured to commercial and industrial
tion."
Nursery
,
Storey's
Food
Giant,
liams Used Cars, Hazel, KY
Walways, hauling, foundations, $300,000 Fred Osborne, wormy. No lob too small. Ph
lis Drug Company and WIV1L
492 8898
For more information, to obtain a
etc. 759-4664.
753-3422
474-8621
pledge form and sign up to walk on
27
Communi
Years
of
cations.
Quality
Service 87 PONTIAC 1000, 64xxx
BACKHOE SERVICE
JAKES Roofing For all WOOD VCR- repairing
Saturday morning Sept. 28, please
Harcourt said this event would
, as auto, extra nice
BRENT ALLEN septic tank your roofing needs New VCR's, camcorders, micro$43400 Down, $20900
call Sally Hopkins 762-5213,
installation, repair, replace- roots, nail overs, tear off, waves, Mon- Fri,9- 12, 1-5. not be possible without these sponMo taxes included Bank
Sherry Purdom at 753-5171, or Lee
ment, 759-1515.
rafter, decking, etc Locally Free estimates Visa/MC sors. "We are truly thankful for
uptcy, Bad Credit or No
ilii
accepted
Mackey 767-2265.
753-0530
these
sponsors
experien
,"
ced.
Free
estishe
said.
"They
are
BOB'S Plumbing Service
Credit Most Quality WilAll work guaranteed Free mates 474-8188
kams Used Cars. Hazel, KY
cfirl
Floor Sanding & Refinishing
estimates. 753-1134.
492-8898
KITCHEN CABINET REFree
BUSHHOGGING, drive- FACING Make your old
Installation • Repair • Restoration
91 HONDA Prelude, 4cyl,
Colima
new
again
with
Formica
AM
ways graded, gardens and
56p, sunroof, p/s, pt. at,
Hate to stand in lines? Want to
niors; $2.50, ages 6-11; $2, MSU1103 West 6th Street
lawns rob-bled New 60 colors, free estimates, FREE kittens 759-4599
cruise, white, sharp
avoid
the crowds and just breeze in?
Wuttrs
Recovery
,
Murray,
affiliate
d; and children under six,
inch
robtiger
does
Fulton,
a
terrific
KY
42042
762 0189
If so, purchase advance tickets for
free. Group discounts are available
job. Call Jonesy 437-4030 KY 436-5560
Dan Grissom
(502)
472-23
00
92 BUICK Special, V6, orb,
the First Nation Dancers special
for prior arrangement.
Expo '96
BUSHHOGGING, box LAMB Brother Home Impis, tit, cruise. amitm casevent at Wickliffe Mounds Reprovemen
ts,
remodeli
ng,
blade, front end loader, 52'
LIVE
ein, 64xxx miles Well
AUCTI
ON
To purchase advance tickets for
search Center in Wickliffe. The
tiller for garden & yards additions, rooting, siding,
maintained, $7500
this special event, send a check
free estimates 436-2269.
SEPT.
28,
1996
perform
ances
will
be
held
Saturda
Landsc
y
aping,
yards
759-4900 after 5pm
payable to WMRC and indicate how
and Sunday, Sept. 21 and 22. There
mowed & weed eated LAMB'S Painting and Con45 CAMARO, black, 32xxx
many tickets are needed in each
Snow removal, free esti- tractors. No job too large or
will
be
two
hour-lon
Doors
g
perform
open
9:00 a.m.
ances
'miles, well maintained.
mates Call Gary 753-0912 small, Residentialcategory to P.O. Box 155, Wickeach day. They will begin at 10:30
Live auction 330 p.m.
Must sell, $12,750 Cal_
or Pop 492-8530
Sandblasting- Spray Paintliffe, KY 42087.
a.m.
and
2 p.m.
492-8533 after 5
436-5950,
CARPET CLEANING ing
—
Regular
MSU
Currts
50.2Center
For more. information, call the
admissi
457
36on
will
be
SHARP '89 Olds Cutlass
Emergency water removal 1-8C0-636-5262
1.-800-54143-5.26.2
3rd Floor Ballroon
charged for the First Nation Dancers
Wickliffe Mounds Research Center
Calais, white with gold &
Expert furniture cleaning LAMB'S Painting and Con$1 00 ticket donation
event — $3.50, adults; $3.25, seFree f,mmares
LICENSED 4 ENSURED
at (502) 335-3681.
black trim, sunroof Runs
Tree Trawling
Pet odor removal Free Es- tractors No job too large or
Tree
Removal
at
the
great, $4500 435-4136
door
timates
"Hr
ser"cr
Owned
•
& Operated
LEE'S 753-5827 small
ResidentialGutter CJeaning &
Stump Removal
Mukh Hauling
Sandblasting- Spray PaintCleanup Service
CARPE
T
CLEANI
NG
Landscaping
Light Hauling. Etc.
TIM LAMB
Proceeds
SPECIAL, $2500 A stan- ing 436-5950
Hedge Trimming
Full Line of
CLASSIC CAR
1:lti.rlitv Seri:six"'
dard size room_ FREE LAWNS mowed, shrubs
Tree *raving
WEDNESDAY,SEPTEMBER 18,19%
Equipment
to Benefit the ,
FOR SALE
Scotchguard & deodoriz- trimmed, landscape
(For your personalized daily Jeane Dixon horoscope, based on
Spins Bifida
1972 MOB Convertiyour own
ing_ 436-2654
mulched All your yard
date of birth. call 1-900-988-7788. Your phone company will
ble • Restored Must
bill
you 99
Associa
tion
of
needs
in
one call
cents a minute.)
see to appreciate
CARPET REPAIR Does
759-4671
Kentucky
your carpet have *Tinkles?
502-436-5213
HAPPY BIRTHDAY! IN THE favored. Buy books and magazin
Auction Items Include:
Give me a call! Stockwell LEE'S CARPET CLEANes
NEXT YEAR OF YOUR LIFE: or. if money is tight, borrow
installation & repair
ING has served Murray for
IT Color TV with remON
them
Someone influential will offer sup- from the library.
437-4272
25 years All new equipCollector Barbie
port at a critical moment. Travel
ment
cleans
VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 22):
deep,
dries
1 year membership to
CARPORTS for cars and
proves rewarding for both your Financial matters turn
Yam
1
fast.
Free
Estimat
es
serious, espetrucks Special SJZOS for
Golds
Gym
finances and career. A change of cially where investments
1988 DODGE van, 15 pasLiconsad Master Plumber
motor home, boats, RVs 753-5827
and
Your very Own Personal
environment early in 1997 will ings are concerned. Consult savsenger. $3200 obo
and etc Excellent protec- LEWIS EXTERIOR
Fro. Estimates
stockLimo
Service
hours
-5
restore your romantic hopes. Be brokers and electronic
753-8612
tion, high quality, excellent CLEANING. House, mostock quotes.
New Construction - Repair Framed
Art
open
to new ideas. A longtime work Someone sends you a message
value Roy Hill 759-4664
bile homes, brick & vinyl
1989 ASTRO Van, buryou
Water Heater Replacement
Lrnited Edition Signed
relationship will be on steadier cannot afford to ignore.
gundy wigray & silver
CLEANING- yards, barns, Buildings, RV's, sidewalks
Lithogra
phs
Free
estimates
ground
as next summer approaches.
753-6490
Stripes, 91xxx miles, V6,
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22): Comsheds, attics garages
Heirloom Quit & More
Long-distance communications will promising with a partner
factory custom Trans-Air
Hauling Free estimates LICENSED for electric and
will help
Dan Miller Auctioneer
assume new importance by midsum- lighten the atmosphere.
package Loaded w14 capLuke Lamb, 436-5950
gas 435-4358
Make
the
tains chairs gray & burmer of '97. Can you access the Net? most of a professional
challenge; it
gundy interior with oak trim
Keep in touch with those who share could lead to a career
breakthrough.
753-6702
your aims.
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1993 DODGE Caravan SE,
loaded exceptionally
clean
After 5pm,
434 2669
88 DODGE Caravan, 71xxx
mi
exC
condition,
$5,500 753-9384 after
500 753-8055 day

436-2667 I
I

Custom
CABINETS
6 WOODWORKING
Will Build To Your Specifi

cations!

• Kitchen Cabinets & Vanities
• Office Furniture & Entertainment Centers
• Solid Surface Counter Tops

502-759-9672

630 N 4U, Si. (Neu to Luaus, Plastm) • Murray
.1 DIVISION OF sot:Tim:RN wAll. SYSTEMS, INC

1976 GMC Royal Sierra,
350 V-8. auto, ph, plo,
good condition, $1500
901 247-5141

COMMONWEALTH
CARPET CLEANING

1990 CHEVY lull size Nib,
60xxx act mites, bedliner,
great condition, $9100.
753-7320
1090 S-15 PICKUP. 58xxx
miles, brand new tires,
white, tinted windows, sac
cond 753-4850
1992 MAZDA B-2600 cab
plus Emerald green excellent condition. 1 owner
$9500 753-9572 after
5errl
1093 CHEVY S 10, 28,
Sap, 40xxx original miles
hunter green, like new
Take over payments Call
after 5 489-2993
'94 FORD Ranger XLT,
Icyl, Sap. $8200 fig
492 8671

464Pita-trt!'l

CLASSIFIED

ir

Commercial &
...411 Residential Cleaning
& Repairs

759-5251
617 South 6th Street

Murray, KY 42071

• Driveways • Parking Lots
• Subdivisions

K.T. Paving
3554 Roosevelt Road
Dexter, KY 42036
Kenney Travis, Owner
Bill Travis
Phone (502) 759-1039
Phone (502) 474-2779
Cellular 559-8434

Saturdays from 9 a.m. to noon.
Brochures, schedules, applications
and other MSU materials will be
available in the office.

SCORPIO (Oct. 23-Nov. 21):
Show more initiative. Someone who
is slow to approve your proposals
Garbo, singer Frankie Avalon, will hop
aboard once you have sold
actress Holly
inson, baseball
your ideas. A change of scenery or
player Ryne
activities will prove energizing this
ARIES (March 2 I -April 19):
evening.
Higher-ups admire your intellect
SAGITTARIUS
and determination. Do not try to 21): A good day (Nov. 22-Dec
to
show up a colleague. Keep the work paperwork, errands catch up on
and
environment congenial. Outdoor dence. Take a romanti corresponc message
sports and activities tone your mind seriously. A proposal
could be in the
and body.
works. The one you love adores
TAURUS (April 20-May 20): you; be happy!
jpeep your eyes and ears open.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan.
"Inside information will steer you in 19): Your warmhea
rted and generthe right direction. Investigate a ous nature attracts others
like a magwide range of options that includes net. New financial gains
are part of
travel and educational pursuits.
the picture. A get-together with
GEMINI(May 2I-June 20): Get
friends or family members builds
involved In an investment scheme at camaraderie.
your own risk. Financial arrangeAQUARIUS (Jan. 20-Feb. 18):
ments should he put in writing, even Make a special effort to
stash away
when dealing with family members. funds for a rainy day.
Timely investAvoid solitude.
ments will pay handsome dividends.
CANCER (June 21 -July 22): Keep a promise to loved one
Keep moving ahead even if you doing so will inconvenience even if
you.
encounter delays and distractions.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20):
You may have to change your Your mind is razor
sharp, and your
schedule to accommodate others. A timing just right! New
doors open.
twosome turns out to be quite cozy.
A lucky break puts you in opportuLEO (July 23-Aug. 22): Be more
nity's path. See how well
daring in career matters. Shrug off a capitalize on it. Personal you can
objectives
cranky mood and explore a new 'move within your grasp.
field. Reading and research are

Students who have questions
which cannot be answered on the
site, can write down their questions
and a member of the staff will
contact them the next working day
with the answer, Yates said. The
number for the newly created office
is (502) 762-5403.

TODAY'S CHILDREN are artistic, loyal and very private. They
know
how to keep a confidence and expect their friends to
do the same. If
betrayed. they are unlikely to give the guilty party a second chance.
Tenacity
helps these Virgo% become early achievers. They excel in the
fine arts, especially graphic and interior design. Their interest in learning will
extend far
beyond their school years. Curiosity and a love for adventure
could make
them inveterate globe-trotters. They are fascinated by other cultures.

This is Farm Safety Week
Murray State University's Agricultural Safety Class would like to
remind you that September 15th to
the 21st is the National Safety
Council's Farm Safety and Health
Week. Agriculture has consistently
ranked as one of the most hazardous
occupations in the United States.
The most staggering statistic is
that agriculture has less than 3
percent of the total workforce, yet
accounts for 10 percent of all fatal
work related injuries. The safety of
children and youth is a concern in
agriculture. It is estimated that over
160 children ages 0-14 are killed
each year in work or worksitc
accidents.
Keep your children safe, do not
allow them to ride as extra passen-

gers on lawn mowers,tractors, other
farm equipment or all terrain vehicles. Though it may seem fun, keep
kids out of the back of pick-up
trucks. The five leading causes of
death in agricultural production are
machinery, motor vehicles, electrocution, envrionmental hazards, and
falling objects.
The class's goal is to prevent
accidents that are avoidable. If that
is accomplished then we were successful. Creating safety awareness
and encouraging people to act in a
responsible manner is important to
an industry that feeds half of the
worlds population. It does not take
long to prevent an accident, but it
may take a lifetime to recover from
one.

After Hours office is open
The center for continuing education and academic outreach at Murray State University has opened the
Business After Hours office in
Room 105 of the Business Building
on campus. According to Dr. John
Yates,acting dean of the center, this
office will replace the Tuesday
evening hours which have been
available for the past two years.
The Business After Hours office
will be open Monday through
Thursday from 4 to 6:30p.m.and on

CELEBRITIES BORN ON
THIS DAY: movie star Greta

Order,

11111

Tea years ago
A page feature story and pictures on the W.A.T.C.H. Center
at 702 Main Si, Murray. The
new facility opened May 2, 1984.
State Senator Greg Hidgon is
pictured speaking at an assembly
at Calloway County Middle
School in a photo by Staff Photographer LaWIC Brumley.
Jeanie Morgan, Kay Dyer,
Gela Edwards, Marion Hale,
Melodic McIntyre and Marion
Wyatt are new officiers of Murray Chapter of Professional Secretaries International.
Births reported include a boy
to Tracey and Steve Sawyers,
Sept. 12; a boy to Debbie and
Glen Gibbs and a boy to Patricia
and Bob Gold, Sept. 13,
Twenty years ago
Terry Clark, Kevin Bowen and
Keith M. Wallace of Calloway
County High School and Stephen
L. Hancock, Lisa K. Outland and
Tom E. Shupe of Murray High
School were named as semifinalists in 1977 National Merit
Scholarship Program.
Eighteen indictments were
returned by Calloway County
Grand Jury in its report to Judge
James Lassiter in Calloway Circuit Court on Sept. 16.
Jack Starks is pictured with an
80-pound blue catfish he caught
Sept. 5 on a trotline at Patterson
Point on Kentucky Lake.
Mr. and Mrs. John Henry
Jewell will be married 50 years
Sept. 18.
Thirty years ago
Murra Police Chief Brent

DEAR ABBY
Manning spoke about police
work, law enforcement and traffic
conditions at a meeting of Murray Kiwanis Club.
Chaplain (Major) Hugh P. Kelso, Fort Polk, La., deputy chaplain, is pictured receiving the
Bronze Star Medal, earned for
participation in World War 11
while a staff sergeant with 259th
Infantry Regiment in the European Theater of Operations.
The Kentucky High School
Coaches Directory of 1966-67 is
dedicated to Head Football Coach
Preston Ty Holland of Murray
High School.
J.L. Hicks is serving as minister of Union Grove Church of
Christ.
Forty years ago
R.L. Cooper, county health
administrator, said free chest xrays will be available for Calloway Countians Sept. 17-28 when
the Tuberculoisis X-ray Mobile
Unit visits Murray.
Neighbors and friends of Coy
Orr cut his tobacco crop. Mr. Orr
has been ill.
Mildred Bell, Bud! Stalls,
Anna Kuhn, Peter Kuhn, Agnes
Fair, Inez Scarbrough, BeIva Dill,
Mildred Stalls, Sue Mahan, Dorothy Boone, Addle Wilson, Ora
Lee Farris, Ola Winchester, Nettie Klapp, Mildred Dunn, Christine Kelly, Edna Parker and Norman Klapp are new officers Murray Star Chapter No. 433 Order
of the Eastern Star.
Murray State College Thoroughbreds beat Evansville College in a football game.

By The Associated Press
Today is Tuesday, Sept. 17, the 261st day of 1996. There are 105
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Sept. 17, l787, the U.S. Constitution was completed and signed
by a majority of delegates attending the constitutional convention in
Philadelphia.
On this date:
In 1862, Union forces hurled back a Confederate invasion of Maryland in the Civil War Battle of Antietam.
In 1920, the American Professional Football Association — a
precursor of the NFL — was formed in Canton, Ohio.
In 1939, the Soviet Union invaded Poland, more than two
weeks
after Nazi Germany launched its assault.
In 1947, James V. FORMAI was sworn in as the first U.S.
Secretary
of Defense.
In 1948, the United Nations mediator for Palestine, Count
Folke
Bernadotte, was assassinated in Jerusalem by Jewish extremists
.
In 1966, "Mission: Impossible" premiered on CBS.
In 1976, NASA publicly unveiled the space shuttle "Enterpri
se" at
ceremonies in Palmdale, Calif.
In 1980, former Nicaraguan president Anastasio Somoza
was assassinated in Paraguay.
In 1983, Vanessa Williams of New York became the first
black
contestant to be crowned Miss America.(The following July, she
also
became the first Miss America to resign in the wake of her
Penthouse
magazine scandal.)
In 1994, Heather Whitestone of Alabama was crowned Miss
America, the first deaf woman to win the title.
Ten years ago: The Senate confirmed the nomination of William
H.
Rehnquist to become the 16th chief justice of the United States. Seven
people were killed, 51 wounded, when a bomb exploded outside
a
Paris department store.
Five years ago: The U.N. General Assembly opened its 46th
session, welcoming new members Estonia, Latvia, Lithuania, North
and
South Korea, the Marshall Islands and Micronesia.
One year ago: Hong Kong held its last legislative election
before
the 1997 takeover by China, with some of Beijing's fiercest critics
the
big winners.
Today's Birthdays: Actor Roddy McDowall is 68. Actress
Anne
Bancroft is 65. Actress Dorothy Loudon is 63. Sen. Charles E. Grassley, R-Iowa, is 63. Author Ken Kesey is 61.

DEAR ABBY • 1 am a retired police detective Recently I saw a letter in your column from a woman
whose husband insisted on sleeping
with their bedroom window open.
Your response to her was to recommend that she wear warmer
night clothes and accommodate her
spouse by allowing the window to
remain open.
The overwhelming majority land
by that I mean in excess of 90 percent!) of home burglaries, robberies,
assaults, rapes and murders are
the result of insecure premises
allowing the criminahs)entry.
I don't know where that woman
lives, but it doesn't matter. An open
window is an invitation for a criminal to enter. Open windows, while
accupanta are sleeping and helpless, are an invitation to disaster.
This woman's husband is incredibly ignorant. selfish or uncaring. No responsible man would expose his loved ones to danger in this
manner. If the woman can't depend
upon her husband to protect her,
and if he doesn't care enough about
himself, she should dump him.
C.M. MARTIN,
POLICE LIEUTENANT
(RETIRED), BERKELEY,CALIF.
DEAR LT. MARTIN: Thank
you for reminding my readers
that an open window can be an
open invitation to danger.
DEAR ABBY: Ms. Autumn R.
Vogel of Dallas wrote you that she
was "teed off" and "frightened"
enough to return home because
while she was jogging, she received
some "uninvited, crude attention"
from some men.
Ms. Vogel, I have observed
many females jogging in my community, and hest also noted what
their jogging attire consists of. It
leaves very little to the imagina-
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DEAR ROGER: I'm sure Ms.
Vogel would agree that there is
nothing wrong with a man's
"looking" — what frightened her
were the whistles, catcalls and
comments she received from a
group of strange men whom she
perceived as threatening.
Although many women land
men) sometimes dress to attract attention, vulgar comments are inexcusable under
any circumstances.
DEAR ABBY: I am very happily
married to a wonderful man whom
I trust completely. This is the second marriage for both of us, so we
want it to last.
Our problem is not with exspouses, but with his ex-girlfriend.
Since we have been married, she
drops by while I am at work and
cries all her troubles to him. He
has tried everything from telling
her he doesn't want her stopping
by to not answering the door, but
she still continues to come by.
My question: What can we do to
stop this unwelcome company?
PUZZLED IN TERRE HAUTE,IND.'

DEAR PUZZLED: Your husband should continue not
South dealer.
making the normal play of the jack answering the door when she
Both sides vulnerable.
at trick one — the bottom card of drops by, and should be "too
busy to talk" when she calls.
NORTH
equals by a defender not on lead —
4 106
East played the king!
95 4
This violation ofstandard proce•K Q J 5 3
dure by East was designed to create
1 K 86
the impression in West's mind that
EAST
declarer had the queen of hearts.
472
East's purpose was to induce West
•KQJ763 to shift to another suit — namely,
• 104
clubs — if West gained the lead.
DEAR DR. GOTT: What is the aver.AQ3
Declarer took the first trick with age time for emphysema to proceed
SOUTH
the ace of hearts, crossed to dummy from mild and getting out-of-breath to
AQJ98 4
with a diamond and then tried a needing an oxygen tank? There are
A 10
spade finesse. West won and,having several projects I want to complete and
AN ONE REAL. MOMENT OF
•A 7 2
credited South with the queen of need a time frame to pace myself. My
POWER IN THE RELATIONSHIP
,
J4
hearts after the play to the first doctor, who is involved with an HMO,
HAS COME AND GONE, AND
trick, naturally decided to look else- isn't answering my questions and
I SPENT IT THINKING ABOUT
South West
North East
HOW BAD ((fl HAIR LOOKED.
where for additional tricks. The only seems to think that dying is a taboo
14
Pass
I NT
realistic possibility seemed to lie in subject. I'm 66, Live alone, and have not
34
Pass
44
clubs, so he shifted to the club ten, spoken to my children about this. I'm
Opening lead — eight of hearts.
whereupon East took two clubs and not concerned about dying -- it's the
a heart to set the contract one trick. quality of living that is important.
DEAR READER: Emphysema is a
Basically, a defender's falsecard
Had East not intentionally deis designed to mislead declarer with- ceived his partner at trick one, West chronic lung disease, often the conseout fooling partner at the same time. might well have returned a second quence of smoking cigarettes, that is
On rare occasions, however, the in- heart after taking the spade king. worsened by age. The affliction is protent is exactly the opposite, with the Declarer would then have had no gressive but the rate of progression
falsecard deliberately aimed at de- trouble making his contract, since varies widely.
For example, if you have mild
ceiving partner without trying to East could collect no more than a
mislead declarer at all.
heartand a club before South claimed emphysema and have stopped smoking, take pains to avoid air pollution,
Witness today's deal,where South the rest.
and
use the medicine your doctor
wound up in four spades after East
But as East hoped, his partner
has
prescribed
, you should be able
had overcalled in hearts. West led fell right into the trap he had so
to arrest the disease and live out a
skillfully laid for him.
normal life span
On the other hand, if your emphysema is already advanced and you experience severe shortness-of-breath with
even mild exertion or, worse, at rest).
there may be little you can do to retain
your independence. The damage to
your lungs may already be severe and
you may relatively rapidly (within a
46 Slight
few years) become handicapped and
intentionally
dependent on an oxygen tank.
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bon, and in my opine.: 99 permit
of these females are seeking the
attention that these outfits bring.
Therefore, as a man, I will look at
them I can only surmise that your
Jogging attire is skintight as well.
If you do not want the attention
that comes with these skintight
outfits — don't jog in them.
MS Vogel went on to state. "...
mothers, please teach your sons
that sexual harassment of any
kind is wrong " Ma. Vogel. if you
truly believe this, why limit the
plea to just sons? Are you saying
it's acceptable for females to sexually harass men? Remember, many
of you "ladies" have demanded
total equality. This equality should
go both ways!
ROGER FROM
WALNUT CREEK,CALIF.
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SPECIAL TRUCKLOAD PURCHASE

SIPIrr

Glider
/LEMON Rockers

119 61011111111

These acid wood Glider
Rockers are such a great
Nan WO bought all we could,
to psis the savings on to youl
Most styles wadable in choice
of woods and fabrics. Shop
early for best selection,winotoes are limited at these
sale prices'

*saw

Wood Rockers $1411
starting at

Hwy.
641
North

Dinette to
Dining Room
5 Piece
Oak Solid
Top Set

'New Inventory Arriving Daily in Oak,
Cherry, White and Green

Hwy.
641
North

10
OFF
Twin Set

ODC

'
S

AFTER

GALLERIES

IVEW
LOOKS
FOR

Layaway Now for Christmas
Recliners from

$9

'Choose from decorator
colors. Many styles
available in leather

Hwy.
641
North

7594522

Murray

tragili $20
FURNITURE,INC.

OFF

Full Set

Since 1932 • 753-3621 • 103 South r • Murray, KY

RESTONIMAtTRESS

SALE!
with this coupon onk • coupon valid thru Sept. 30, 1996

30
-)FF
Queen Set

ERIN
0 Delivery
Set up
21 Removal of
old bedding

Specializing in interiors that are timeless in concept
the essence of style and good taste.

40
OFF
King Set

I lappines?Place

kPA KIK

305 S. 12th St.

751-4567

"Something Special
in Decorating" at

Wall aper
*Framed Designer
Prints 24"x30"
Starting at $79

*Decorative Pillows
Tapestries, Waverly
Only $14.95 ea.

*Designer Nightlights
Only MOO

*NEW1
Designer Umbrellas
Monet and Renoir Prints
Only
Also...Matching Totes

$29.95

*Great Gift Ideas!
•Bookencia
•Candleaticks
'Table Lamps
and more!

*Wallpaper and Borders - Lowest Price In Town!

519 South 12th St. • Murray • 753-7575

Thurman's
FURNITURE
Since 1949

Featuring the area's
largest selection of genuine LA-Z-BOY
recliners. Choose from a wide
selection of today's most
popular fabrics and leathers.

Prices start as low as $299.95
208 East Main St.

502-753-4834

Building Winners
Now and For the Future

Calloway County Board of Education Central Office: Sitting (l-r) - Ronnie Walker,Jack D. Rose,Jimmy Nix, Steve
Enoch. Standing (l-r) - Nancy W.
Lovett, Cindy Jones, Janice McCuiston, Sheila Melton, Larry Salmon, Johnny Bohannon, Jan Pigg, Sherri Gibson,
Terry Laster, Patsy Woodall.

The Calloway County School System's philosophy..."It is difficult to
tell where the school ends and the community begins," is
evidenced throughout the school programs. School programs with
strong parent/community involvement produce students who perform
better. We want our parents and community members to feel welcome.
We want you to come to our schools, and we want to take the schools to
the community. We, of the Calloway County School Community, want
you to get to know us, where together we can fulfill our district mission
which is... to empower our students academically, socially, and
personally to be lifelong learners capable of thinking and
solving problems and serving as responsible citizens ready to
meet the challenges of tomorrow. The following pages recognize
members ofthe Calloway County School Community for 1996-97. Let us
introduce our staff and encourage you as parents and community
members to play an important role in making the 1996-97 school year a
success for all students. We want you to become actively involved.

Bc
(C

Meet Your Calloway County
District-Wide Education Family
LtP

Board Members: Sitting - (I-r) - John W. Nix (Vice Chairman), Tim Stone
(Chairman). Standing - Rick Murdock, Robert W. McDaniel, Steve Grogan.

Mayfield Boys Treatment Center (1-r)- Sandy Anderson,Pat Allbritten,Awe
Welter, Ron Greene, Jamie Potts, Jackie Graham.

:II

East Elementary Family Resource Center:(I-r) -Jean Schweigert,Vicki Yoak,
Jill Alton, Donna Herndon.
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Meet Your Preschool Calloway
County Education Family
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Preschool:Front row (1-r) - Sherida Gentry,
Nona
Dunn, Toni Letts, Jeri Jones, Patty McCuisto Sliger.Back row O-r)- Cheryl
n,
Reed, Cheryl Stanger, Joan Weber, AdeUe Dunl Brenda Scarbrough, Gene
ap.
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Preschool: Bottom row ground (1-r) - Diane Bore
n, Denies Green, Tammy
Chapman, Brenda Hoeford, Amy Baker, Jo Pritchett.
Top row (1-r) Nancy
Passino, Lynn Primicias, Penny French, Darl
ene Brumley, Ray Oedinif,
Brenda Eaglerton.
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Preschool: (l-r) - Felisha Potts, Tonya Claybrook, Michelle Paschall, Marsha
Garner, Donna Boyd, Jennifer Myers, Hope Hargrove.

East Bus Driver To Preschool: Shirley Raspberry.

Southwest Bus Driver To Preschool: Margaret
(Deanie) Wortham.

East Elementary Secretaries:(1-r)- Beth Spencer,Lisa Hill,Jean
Sohweigert
Family Resource Center.
.

East Elementary Primary Instructional Assistants: (1-r) - Barbara McPhail,
Marilbeth Schmidt, Carol Burkeen, Shirley Garrison.

East Elementary Team C: (l-r) - Shirley Wall, Mary Janice
Hendrick, Debbra Puckett.

East Elementary Intermediate Team (4thf5th):(l-r)- Diane Patterson (4),Sally
Scott (4), Margaret Gibson (4), Linnie Hooks (5), Diana Cothran (5).

East Elementary Team A (l-r) - Marjorie Grady, Heidi Heise, Sheila Nance,
Thenia Gibson.

East Elementary Team B:(l-r)- Fonda Grogan,Martha Leet,Rick Beam,Sheila
Cooper.

East Elementary Teaching Assistants: (l-r) - Nancy Dycus, Susan Burkeen,
Jeanne Underhill, Nancy Proctor, Mary Cowan.

East Elementary Teaching Assistants: Or)front row - Rita MeCniston,Angie
Crouse, Susan Bogard. Back row - Marilyn Flood, Sue Davenport (Title I
Teacher), Vicky Linzy.
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East Elementary Special Education: (1-r) front row - Janay McKee, Susan
Blackford,Janice Hasty. Back row - Sondra Bruce,Beth Nesler,Judy Barber,
Reed Rushing.

East Elementary Computer Lab Assistants: Sitting - Jane Potts, standing • Candy Webb.

East Elementary Specials: (1-r) - Melina Stark (Guidance Counselor), Linda
Stalls (Music), Paul Lie (Art), Eddie K. Morris (Physical Education), Debbie
Ernestberger (Library/Media Specialist).

East Elementary Food Service:(1-r) - Barbara Lovins, Janette Garland,Betty
McPhail, Brenda Gilbert, Doris Wells, Carlene Torsak.

East Bus Drivers:Sitting Or)- Sandra Lyons,Kay Oeding,
Verna Taylor,Sue Thweatt, Marci Raymond. Standing.
Toy Lae Barnett, Shirley Raspberry, Dan Galloway,
Bonnie Burkeen,Tonya Lee,Linda Cullop. Absent- Reed
Rushing, Hubert McClure, Ramona Parrish.

East Elementary Custodians: (1-r) - Minds J. McCuiston,
Betty Carroll, Cleo Colson.
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North Elementary Family IA: Sitting (1-r) - Suzanne Schroader, Donna
Whitfield. Standing • Karen Kelso, Sharon Arant, Tammie Crouch.

North Elementary Family IIA: Sitting (1-r) - Becky Gore, Anita Harper.
Standing - Karen Falwell, Debbi Rogers.

North Elementary Family LB:Sitting(1-r) Toni Bohannon,Marriam Ferguson.
Standing - Karen Crick, Rebecca Vance, Vicki Patton.

North Elementary Family HS: Sitting (1-r) - Debbie Pardue, Rita Price.
Standing - Nancy B. Lovett, Beverly Galloway.

IA
/
North Eleamatary 4th Grade Mockers: Sitting (1-r) • Johnny Wilson, anis
Hicks. Standing - Pala Cherry, Karen Bolls, Rands Cunningham.

North Ineasontary 5th Grade:Sitting(1-0- 1.4dai Watson,Ha Brown.Standing Cheryl Dailey, Rachel Johnson.
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North Elementary Specials: Sitting (l-r) - Wanda Robertson (Speech/
Language),Emily Apperson (Guidance Counselor), Sandy Sasso (Art). Standing - Tracy Leslie (Music), Becki Reed (Gifted/Talented), Laura Swain
(Library/Media), Johnny Gingles (P.E.). Absent - Jeannie Harrison (Title I
Teacher).
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North Elementary Assistants: Sitting (l-r) - Frances Hargrove,Brenda Thorn,
Cyndy Satterwhite, Victoria Dennis. Standing - Dawn Kinsolving, Claudia
Carson, Sheila Boggess, Cindy Cleaver, Freda Carraway, Debbie Griffin,
Randa Pitman, Paula W. Morton.
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North Elementary Food Service:(l-r) - Cindy Chapman,Jennifer Lyell, Melissa
Rowland, Patsy Stallone, Lagenia Bazzell, Debbie Ray.
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North Bus Drivers: Sitting (l-r) - Rachel Johnson, James Childress, Phyliss
Hill,Vicki Knight,Judy Black.Standing - Belinda Jenkins,Rita Grizzard,Reba
Childress, Charles Capps, Judy Lamb, Ed Clere. Absent • Donna Greer.

Learning Is Fun At North
1400160unik
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Meet Your Southwest Calloway
County Education Family

Southwest Elementary Secretaries: (l-r) • Colleen Linn, Shelia Adams.
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Southwest Elementary Upper Primary:(1-r) sitting - Debbie Stinnett, Ellen
Crady, Betty Hassell. Standing - Diana Tatlock, Ruth Potts, Belts Robinson,
Kellye Olson.

Southwest Elementary Intermediate 4th-5th:(I-r)sitting - Jo Ann Shoemaker5th,Anne Herndon-4th, Wanda Walker-4th. Standing - Dora Pittman-5th, Gail
Turner-5th, Vona Gallimore-4th.

Southwest Elementary Special Education: (1-r) - sitting - Bayne Bowers,
Sharon Hart (Speech Pathologist), Diana Tatlock. Standing - Beth Durbin,
Holly Smith.

Southwest Elementary Lower Primary (K-1): (1-r) - sitting - Kathy Cleaver,
Diana Jones,Pat Cherry. Standing - Charlotte Colson, Leisha Stetson, Becky
Robertson.

Southwest Elementary Specials: (1-r) - sitting - Janet B. Tynee (Guidance
Counselor), Sherry Darnall (Art), Leigh Anne Barrett (Music). Standing Stacey McCuiston (Title I Teacher), Kent Barlow (P.E.), Kay Greer (Media
Specialist).

Southwest Elementary Teaching Assistants: (1-r) - sitting- Rhonda Tracy,
Debbie Doron, Joanie Rushing. Standing - Kelley Bennett, Dee Cook, Becky
Nanoe, Beverly Shelton, Amy Boike.

Southwest Elementary Food Service:(1-r) - Jennie Carroll, Wanda Jones, Sue
Gamble, Jane Easley, Verlene Bowerman, Pat Sheridan.

Southwest Elementary Custodians:(l-r) - Beauton Wilson, Bobby Armstrong.

Southwest Bus Drivers: (l-r) - sitting - Patricia Cunningham, Margaret
(Deanie) Wortham, Angie McCuiston, Martha Farrar. Standing - Sandy
Saucier, Michelle Proctor, Mavis Murdock, Margrette Enoch, Rick Parrish.
Absent • Joan Cooper, David Alexander.

Meet Your Calloway County
Middle School Education Family

Middle School Principal: Sitting - Cloyd Bumgardner. Standing- Fred Little,
Assistant Principal.

Middle School Secretaries: (l-r) - Sue Lax (Youth Service Center Secretary),
Sheila Lencki, Kiwi Simmons, Carole Marine.

Middle School6th Grade:(I-r)- sitting. Vanessa
McDaniel,David Foley,Jackie
Abbott(Sp. Ed.), Meredith Miller. Standin
g - Sarah J. Davis, Sue Heiss, Susan
Darnell, Jeanetta McCallon, Christy Wooley.

Middle School 8th Grade: (1-r) - sitting - Alarm* Garrison (Sp.
Ed.), Terez
Wetland (Sp. Ed.), Bill Miller, Linda Patterson. Standing - Faye
McConnell,
Lisa McCree, Christy Walker, Patricia Lassiter, Lynn Melton,
Linda Feltner.

Middle School Youth Service Center Coordinator: Karen
Guthrie.

Middle School 7th Grade:(1-r) sitting - Angie Murdock,Peter F. O'Rourke II,
Tom Shown, Sheri Rust. Standing - Judy Darnell, Nancy Royalty, Amanda
Tipton, Vanous Kevin Brown, Nancy F. Schempp, Mary Ruth McCuiston.

Middle School Academic Plus: (1-r) • sitting - Alison Geurin (Sp. Ed.), Ann
Brewer (Sp. Ed.), Kellie Eastwood (Sp. Ed.), Melissa Lamb (Computer).
Standing- Patricia Allbritten (Conflict Management), Wilda Purdom (Title I
Teacher), Vicki Ragsdale (Media Specialist), Mickey Garrison (Art), Tommy
Greer (P.E.), Stove Welter (Industrial Technology Education), Tim Smith
(Band/Music).

Middle School Food Service:(1-r) - front row - Annette Coles, Mildred Adams,
Jackie Kennedy.Back row- Candice Jenkins,Fredia Arnett,Carol Dick,Pam
Starks, Lonna Henson.

East Bus Driver To Middle School:(1-r) - Tonya Lee, Linda Cullop, Toy Lee.
Absent - Hubert McClure.

Southwest Bus Drivers To Middle School: (1-r) - Mavis Murdock, Angie
McCuiston, Martha Farrar.

North Bus Drivers To Middle School: (1-r) - sitting - James Childress, Vicki
Knight. Standing. Reba Childress, Judy Black.

Meet Your Calloway County
High School Education Family

COUNT
"0 HIGH SCHOOL
ROME OF

4g*CALLOWAY
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THE LIkKERS

High School Principal: Sitting - Jerry Ainley (Principal). Standing- Randy
McCallon (Assistant Principal).

High School Secretaries: (l-r) - Vicky White, Karen Paul, Phyllis Robinson.
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High School Alternative School:(l-r) - sitting. Susan Williams, Twila Adams.
Standing - Marilyn Crawford (Director), Jim Carpenter.

High School History Department: (l-r) • sitting- Wanda Johnson, Carol M.
Bonds. Standing Bill Cowan, James Pigg.

• 111.6166

High School Language Arts Department: (I-r) - sitting - Kris Fazi, Larry
England, Linda DeVoss, Joe Stoneciphier, Lynda Coleman. Standing - Luna
Greer, Ginger Elliott, Kathy Jo Stubblefield, Margaret Richter, Natascha
Parrish, Chris Thompson, Lisa Blair, Kim McFarlen.

High School Science Department(l-r) - sitting -Yvette W.Pyle,Trent D.Bates,
Melissa Green. Standing - Judy Wallace, Stephanie Wyatt, Brenda Call.

High School Math Department: (1-r) • sitting - Melissa Wetherington, LeAnn
Lockhart, Rose Ross Elder. Standing - Vanda Elliott, Lisa Harrison, Ruth
Smith Martin, Natascha Parrish.

High School Specials: (l-r) - sitting • Mike Dill (Drivers Education), Dens
Stonecipher (Health), Gary Mullins (Band). Standing - Mark DycUs (Choirs),
Melissa Vance (Library/Media Specialist), Glenn Leckie (Visual Arts).

High School Special Education Department:(1-r) • sitting - Peggy Hoke,Lori
Raspberry,Barbara Leclerc, Ellen Demont.Standing - Becky Jo Miller, Linda
Hester, Kathy Baird, Cindi Lassiter, Karen E. Darnell, Kathy Hargrove.

High School Vocational Department: (1-r) - sitting - Kelly Mackey, Cindy
Adams, Jennifer Stubblefield, Vicki Simmons. Standing - Jeff Slaton, W.T.
Patterson, Johnnie Stockdale, Larry Gilbert, Judy Williams.

High School Guidance Counselors: Sitting • Marian O'Rourke,
standing - Marilyn Beale.

Calloway High School Food Service: (1-r) - front - Jan Prescott, Jane Thorn,
Debbie Kendall, Glenda Byerly, Donna K. Dick. Back - Janice Easley, Kay
McCuirton, Jerldene Mathis, Debra Hamilton.

•

Calloway High School Custodians: (I-r) - Becky Wojciechowski, Kevin Lee,
James Dobon, Ray Rufert, James Hughes, Cynthia Allen.

North Bus Drivers To High School:(l-r) - sitting - Judy Lamb,Phyllis
Hill. Standing. Rita Grizzard.

t.

East Bus Drivers To High School:(l-r) - Dan Galloway,Bonnie Burkeen. Absent
- Ramona Parrish.

Southwest Bus Driver To High School: Margrette Enoch.Absent - Joan
Cooper.
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Calloway County Schools
1996-97 Calendar
OCTOBER
14
Professional Development Day
(School Dismissed)
NOVEMBER
5
28
29
DECEMBER
20-31
JANUARY
1
2
20

School Dismissed
Thanksgiving Holiday
School Dismissed

Christmas Holidays

FEBRUARY
17
Professional Development Day
(School Dismissed)
MARCH
13-14
Mini-Break
(School Dismissed)
28-31
Spring Vacation
(School Dismissed)
APRIL
1-4

Spring Vacation
(School Dismissed)
School Dismissed

7
New Year's Holiday
School Reopens
School Dismissed
Parent-Teacher conferences will be
scheduled by each school.

Calloway County School Systems Phone
Numbers
Calloway County High School...-.......................-753-5479

Calloway Co. Elem. Family Resource Ctr.

753-307

Calloway Co. High School Youth Service Center... 759-4255

Vocational School

753-1870

Calloway County Middle School ...........................753-4182

School Bus Garage

753-5661

Calloway Co. Middle School Youth Service Center-753-1751

JTPA Office ........

East Calloway Elementary School.....--------753-9972

Regional Training Center

East Elem. Parent Resource..............................--753-5639

Food Service Office

North Calloway Elementary School....................753-9776

Calloway County Preschool.-.......--

North Elem.

Calloway County Alternative Center .....-.--...-759-9427

Southwest Calloway Elementary School........... 753-5843

Mayfield Center

.................247-3237

Southwest Elem. Parent Resource....................... 753-7121

Regional Alternative Center

..................762-6769

..........._...-.._

........_753-9378
759-9331
............
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